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Chapter I

Introduction: The Relationship of Theory to Practice

The purpose of this book is to take a new look at an old question: the relationship between second language teaching practice and what is known about the process of second language acquisition. The usual way to do this is to discuss some research results first, outline a possible theory, and then list some implications. I will, to some extent, follow this plan. A significant portion of this book is, in fact, devoted to summarizing the current state of second language acquisition theory as I see it. Following this, I will draw some general conclusions about application to methods and materials, and eventually describe what characteristics effective materials should have.

Before going through this exercise, however, it is important to state in advance that "theory" and "theoretical research" should not be the only input into deciding on methodology and materials. While my emphasis here is on theory and its implications, it is dangerous to rely only on theory. There are at least three different ways of arriving at answers in methodology and materials, and we must consider all of them. I will devote the remainder of this introduction to a brief description of these three areas, and a discussion of how they interrelate with each other. We will then see what each has to say about method in second and foreign language teaching. My view, for those who like the punch line early, is that all three ways arrive at precisely the same answer. The solution to our problems in language teaching lies not in expensive equipment, exotic methods, sophisticated linguistic analyses, or new laboratories, but in full utilization of what we already have, speakers of the languages using them for real communication. I will also conclude that the best methods might also be the most pleasant, and that, strange as it seems, language acquisition occurs when language is used for what it was designed for, communication.

A. Three Approaches to Method

1. THEORY OF SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

The first area we will discuss will be the central focus of this volume, second language acquisition theory. As developed today, second language acquisition theory can be viewed as a part of "theoretical linguistics", i.e. it can be studied and developed without regard to practical application. As is the case with any scientific theory, it consists of a set of hypotheses, or generalizations, that are consistent with experimental data. These hypotheses can be arrived at using any of a variety of means (a brilliant insight, a dream, etc.). They must, however, be able to predict new data. In other words, hypotheses are not summaries or categories for existing data and observations, but must pass the test of accounting for new data. If our current hypotheses are able to predict new events, they survive. If they fail, even once, they must be altered. If these alterations cause fundamental changes in the original generalizations, the hypotheses may have to be totally abandoned.
Note that according to this way of doing science, we can never really prove anything! We can only look for "supporting evidence". When we do not find supporting evidence, or when we find counter-evidence, our hypothesis is in trouble. Even when we do find supporting evidence, when the hypothesis makes the correct prediction, a critic can always say that we have not found "enough". Thus, a scientist, professionally speaking, is never able to state that anything has been "proven". All the scientist can do is have a current hypothesis that he or she is interested in testing.

Later in this book I will present a series of hypotheses that make up a coherent theory of second language acquisition. According to the rules of scientific method, it will always be "just theory" and never be "definitely proven". The hypotheses I will present have, however, been found to be consistent with a significant amount of data, experimental and otherwise, and have not yet been confronted with serious counterexamples, in my view. They make up, collectively, my "position". This does not mean that I necessarily "believe" them. What it does mean is that these hypotheses are consistent enough with existing data to be worthy of consideration, and that they appear to capture the data better than other existing generalizations.

Theory is abstract, and does not attempt to be practical. I hope to convince the reader, however, that in the case of second language teaching, there is nothing as practical as a good theory!

2. APPLIED LINGUISTICS RESEARCH

A great deal of research goes on in linguistics that is not aimed at supporting or attacking any coherent theory. This research, rather, is aimed at solving practical, real problems that confront society. A few examples will hopefully make this category clear.

An example that will be important to us in our discussion of language teaching consists of experiments that compare teaching methods. Quite simply, a group of students is taught a foreign language using method A (e.g. audio-lingual), and another group is taught the same language using method B (e.g. grammar-translation). The results of such an experiment would certainly be of interest to theoreticians, since a particular theory might predict that students studying using one method would do better than students using another. The experiment itself, however, is designed for practical ends, i.e. to decide which method we should use in our schools.

The research literature contains many applied linguistics experiments examining other questions of very practical relevance, e.g.:

Will instruction in a second language make children more intelligent? (or less intelligent?)

Should non-English speaking children in American Bilingual Education begin to read in their first language or in English?
3. IDEAS AND INTUITIONS FROM EXPERIENCE

A third approach to method does not rely on experimentation at all. It relies, rather, on the insights and observations of experienced language teachers and students of foreign languages. It consists of "ideas that work" (the name of a column in the TESOL Newsletter edited by Darlene Larson, consisting of pedagogical techniques sent in by teachers), introspections by language students (e.g. "diary studies"), and other informal observations. While results of research are regularly presented in professional journals, teachers' insights are not easily accessed and shared. Language teaching organizations often arrange meetings so that experienced teachers can share their techniques and insights with others (e.g. the highly successful "mini-conferences" organized by the California TESOL organization). Empirical support for new techniques is neither expected nor presented; rather, the word of the teacher is sufficient evidence, often, for a new idea to be at least tried out in different classes.

B. Interactions Among Approaches to Practice

Before discussing what each approach has to say about methods and materials, I would like to make a modest proposal: the three approaches should influence and help each other. It seems obvious, first of all, that researchers would be interested in the results of applied research, since such experiments can provide potential confirming and counter evidence for theories of second language acquisition. Similarly, it stands to reason that applied linguistics researchers should pay some attention to strictly theoretical research, since a successful theory might give researchers deeper insight into the results of their studies.

It also seems reasonable to suggest that researchers in both theoretical and applied linguistics would benefit by both teaching and studying languages, in order to get more insight into the language acquisition process. Similarly, one might expect practitioners to be interested in the results of research, and one might also expect researchers to be very interested in the opinions of both teachers and language students.

Figure 1.1 illustrates this ideal world, with information flowing between all three areas that influence language teaching methodology. Figure 1.2 is, however, much closer to the actual state of affairs: there is, today, very little interaction between and among the three areas.
In reality, many researchers are no longer involved in language teaching and language acquisition, and do not interact with teachers. There is also far too little interaction between theoretical and applied research; those who search for the best method are often too little concerned with the underlying theory. What is perhaps most evident is that teachers and materials developers pay little attention to research and theorizing of any sort.

There is good reason for this lack of interaction, especially the failure of researchers and teachers to interact. The reasons for this lack of communication do not stem from any anti-intellectualism on the part of teachers. They stem, rather, from the failure of research to supply relevant input in the past, combined with the insistence on the part of theoreticians that their insights were the only legitimate determinant of teacher behavior and materials construction. In other words, we have, in the past, gone straight from theory to practice, and it simply has not worked.

Some well-known examples of this approach include the direct application of the principles of behaviorist psychology in the classroom, known as the audio-lingual method. Theoreticians insisted that dialogue and pattern drill were "the way" to teach language, and recommended techniques that felt wrong to many teachers and students. A more recent "application of theory" was what may be called the "applied transformational grammar" movement, which featured materials directly based on current work in theoretical syntax and phonology. Applied TG did not significantly advance language teaching, for reasons that will become clear as we proceed. Its only tangible effect, perhaps, was that it needlessly made many teachers feel unprepared because they had not been trained in the latest version of transformational theory. (Lest the reader get the wrong impression, my personal view is that transformational-generative grammar, and the progress it stimulated in formal linguistics, should be recognized as an extremely important contribution, and easily outdid previous theories of linguistic structure. My point here is that it does not necessarily follow that second language methods and materials should be based directly on TG.)

These two theories, then, failed. The first, behaviorist theory, failed to apply successfully to language teaching because it was, simply, not a theory of language acquisition. The second, TG,
failed because it was a theory of the product, the adult's competence, and not a theory of how the adult got that competence. It is not a theory of the process of language acquisition.

The "new" theory, which I will present in Chapter II, is a theory of second language acquisition, and attempts to deal with the process of language acquisition, not its product. Despite these virtues, it should only be considered one of several possible sources of information in determining methods and materials for second language teaching.

Compounding the failure of theoreticians to supply relevant theory has been the feeling among practitioners that failure to make the theory "work" has been their fault. They incorrectly concluded that it was their ignorance of theory that caused these theory-based methods to fail. As a result of this, teachers in recent years have appealed mostly to area III, their own ideas and intuitions, in determining what they do in the classroom. What teachers actually do is no longer based on theoretical or applied research. Materials, and many books on methodology, are based primarily on what seems to work in the classroom, and only rarely on a theory (recall earlier books based on audiolingualism or TG), and are usually not field-tested.

C. What the Three Approaches Have to Say About Method

The purpose of this book is to summarize one current theory and state the implications of the theory to method. I will briefly summarize here what some of these implications are, anticipating Chapter III. What current theory implies, quite simply, is that language acquisition, first or second, occurs only when comprehension of real messages occurs, and when the acquirer is not "on the defensive", to use Stevick's apt phrase. Language acquisition does not require extensive use of conscious grammatical rules, and does not require tedious drill. It does not occur overnight, however. Real language acquisition develops slowly, and speaking skills emerge significantly later than listening skills, even when conditions are perfect. The best methods are therefore those that supply "comprehensible input" in low anxiety situations, containing messages that students really want to hear. These methods do not force early production in the second language, but allow students to produce when they are "ready", recognizing that improvement comes from supplying communicative and comprehensible input, and not from forcing and correcting production.

In several places in this book I will attempt to make the point that research in applied linguistics is very consistent with the theoretical research in second language acquisition and its implications. The "best methods" according to comparative research studies (comparing methods A and B, as described earlier) appear to be "input methods", those methods that focus on supplying comprehensible input in pressure-free situations.

We can get an idea of what the "ideas and intuitions" area feels is the "best method" by a survey of pedagogically-oriented papers in current journals and the titles of presentations at teacher workshops. The titles have changed markedly over the years! A decade ago teacher-oriented articles and presentations focused on grammatical description, reflecting the concern
with *product*, and procedures for drilling. Current titles more clearly reflect promoting real communication in the classroom, helping students *understand* spoken and written input and participate in conversations.

In workshops and mini-conferences, we no longer see presentations on fine points of grammar, or on types of substitution drill. "Ideas that work" are ideas about role-playing, using the newspaper as a teaching aid, socio-drama, etc. Moreover, newer methodology has, as a primary goal, the lowering of student anxiety (see Chapter III).

D. Goals of This Book

The primary goal of this book is to present current theory and its implications. There is another goal, however, and that is to reintroduce

* Superscript numbers refer to Notes at end of chapters

teachers to theory and hopefully to gain their confidence again. The time has come to look to theory again, realizing that the most current theory may still not be the final word on second language acquisition. I am not asking practitioners or materials developers to follow all of the implications of theory blindly. My hope is only that our results will be considered as another source of ideas and input to methods and materials, in partnership with conclusions reached by practitioners themselves from their own experience as language teachers and language acquirers.

Notes

1 Consider, for example, the table of contents of *Language Learning*, vol. 9, 1959, which included:
   "Grammatical theory and practice in an English grammar class"
   "Reaching the French verb"
   "Noun-classes and the practical teacher"
   "Morpheme alternants in Spanish verb forms"
   "Technemes' and the rhythm of class activity"
Volume 12, 1962, contained:
   "Annotated bibliography of generative grammar"

2 The 1979 volume of the *TESOL Quarterly*, for example, contains articles such as:
   "Using radio commercials as supplementary materials in ESL listening classes"
   "Communicative writing"
"Joke-telling as a tool in ESL"
reflecting the current emphasis on communication in the classroom.

(Notes 1 and 2 certainly do not represent a wide sample of activity in the filed, but they are representative. In recent years, the journal *Language Learning* has focused on theoretical and applied research, rather than pedagogy. For this reason, I used the *TESOL Quarterly*, which began publication in 1967, for current titles.)

**Chapter II**

**Second Language Acquisition Theory**

This chapter summarizes current second language acquisition theory. To do this, it first describes some very important hypotheses. The first three, the acquisition-learning distinction, the natural order hypotheses, and the Monitor hypothesis, are reviewed somewhat briefly, as they have been dealt with a great deal in several other books and professional papers. Enough detail will be provided, however, to give the uninitiated reader a good idea of the hypotheses and the sort of evidence that exists to support them. The fourth hypothesis, the input hypothesis, may be the single most important concept in second language acquisition theory today. It is important because it attempts to answer the crucial theoretical question of how we acquire language. It is also important because it may hold the answer to many of our everyday problems in second language instruction at all levels. Following the discussion of the input hypothesis, we turn to the concept of the affective filter, a hypothesis as to how affective variables relate to the process of second language acquisition.

The second portion of this chapter reviews a variety of factors that have been thought to be related to second language acquisition success, including instruction, different measures of exposure to the second language, and the age of the acquirer. These factors, it will be claimed, are not really causative factors. While they seem to relate to success or failure to acquire second languages, the true causative variables in second language acquisition derive from the input hypothesis and the affective filter--the amount of *comprehensible input* the acquirer receives and understands, and the strength of the affective filter, or the degree to which the acquirer is "open" to the input.

**A. Five Hypotheses About Second Language Acquisition**

1. **THE ACQUISITION-LEARNING DISTINCTION**

   The acquisition-learning distinction is perhaps the most fundamental of all the hypotheses to be presented here. It states that adults have two distinct and independent ways of developing competence in a second language.

   The first way is language *acquisition*, a process similar, if not identical, to the way children develop ability in their first language. Language acquisition is a subconscious process; language
acquirers are not usually aware of the fact that they are acquiring language, but are only aware of the fact that they are using the language for communication. The result of language acquisition, acquired competence, is also subconscious. We are generally not consciously aware of the rules of the languages we have acquired. Instead, we have a "feel" for correctness. Grammatical sentences "sound" right, or "feel" right, and errors feel wrong, even if we do not consciously know what rule was violated.

Other ways of describing acquisition include implicit learning, informal learning, and natural learning. In non-technical language, acquisition is "picking-up" a language.

The second way to develop competence in a second language is by language learning. We will use the term "learning" henceforth to refer to conscious knowledge of a second language, knowing the rules, being aware of them, and being able to talk about them. In non-technical terms, learning is "knowing about" a language, known to most people as "grammar", or "rules". Some synonyms include formal knowledge of a language, or explicit learning.

Some second language theorists have assumed that children acquire, while adults can only learn. The acquisition-learning hypothesis claims, however, that adults also acquire, that the ability to "pick-up" languages does not disappear at puberty. This does not mean that adults will always be able to achieve native-like levels in a second language. It does mean that adults can access the same natural "language acquisition device" that children use. As we shall see later, acquisition is a very powerful process in the adult.

* Superscript numbers refer to Notes at end of chapters.

Error correction has little or no effect on subconscious acquisition, but is thought to be useful for conscious learning. Error correction supposedly helps the learner to induce or "figure out" the right form of a rule. If, for example, a student of English as a second language says "I goes to school every day", and the teacher corrects him or her by repeating the utterance correctly, the learner is supposed to realize that the /s/ ending goes with the third person and not the first person, and alter his or her conscious mental representation of the rule. This appears reasonable, but it is not clear whether error correction has this impact in actual practice (Fanselow, 1977; Long, 1977).

Evidence from child language acquisition confirms that error correction does not influence acquisition to any great extent. Brown and his colleagues have shown that parents actually correct only a small portion of the child's language (occasional pronunciation problems, certain verbs, and dirty words!). They conclude from their research that parents attend far more to the truth value of what the child is saying rather than to the form. For example, Brown, Cazden, and Bellugi (1973) report that a sentence such as:

Her curl my hair

"was approved, because the mother was, in fact, curling Eve's hair" (p. 330). On the other hand,
Walt Disney comes on on Tuesday was corrected, despite its syntactic correctness, since Walt Disney actually came on television on Wednesday. Brown et al. conclude that it seems to be "truth value rather than syntactic well-formedness that chiefly governs explicit verbal reinforcement by parents--which renders mildly paradoxical the fact that the usual product of such a training schedule is an adult whose speech is highly grammatical but not notably truthful" (p. 330).

The acquisition-learning distinction may not be unique to second language acquisition. We certainly "learn" small parts of our first language in school (e.g. for most people, the who/whom distinction), and similar distinctions have been made in other domains (see, for example, Reber, 1976; Hall, 1959; and the review in d'Anglejan, 1978).

2. THE NATURAL ORDER HYPOTHESIS

One of the most exciting discoveries in language acquisition research in recent years has been the finding that the acquisition of grammatical structures proceeds in a predictable order. Acquirers of a given language tend to acquire certain grammatical structures early, and others later. The agreement among individual acquirers is not always 100%, but there are clear, statistically significant, similarities.

English is perhaps the most studied language as far as the natural order hypothesis is concerned, and of all structures of English, morphology is the most studied. Brown (1973) reported that children acquiring English as a first language tended to acquire certain grammatical morphemes, or functions words, earlier than others. For example, the progressive marker *ing* (as in "He is playing baseball") and the plural marker *s* ("two dogs") were among the first morphemes acquired, while the third person singular marker *s* (as in "He lives in New York") and the possessive *s* ("John's hat") were typically acquired much later, coming anywhere from six months to one year later. de Villiers and de Villiers (1973) confirmed Brown's longitudinal results cross-sectionally, showing that items that Brown found to be acquired earliest in time were also the ones that children tended to get right more often. In other words, for those morphemes studied, the difficulty order was similar to the acquisition order.

Shortly after Brown's results were published, Dulay and Burt (1974, 1975) reported that children acquiring English as a second language also show a "natural order" for grammatical morphemes, regardless of their first language. The child second language order of acquisition was different from the first language order, but different groups of second language acquirers showed striking similarities. Dulay and Burt's results have been confirmed by a number of investigators (Kessler and Idar, 1977; Fabris, 1978; Makino, 1980). Dulay and Burt used a subset of the 14 morphemes Brown originally investigated. Fathman (1975) confirmed the reality of the natural order in child second language acquisition with her test of oral production, the SLOPE test, which probed 20 different structures.

Following Dulay and Burt's work, Bailey, Madden, and Krashen (1974) reported a natural order for adult subjects, an order quite similar
to that seen in child second language acquisition. As we shall see later, this natural order appears only under certain conditions (or rather, it disappears only under certain conditions!). Some of the studies confirming the natural order in adults for grammatical morphemes include Andersen (1976), who used composition, Krashen, Houck, Giunghi, Bode, Birnbaum, and Strei (1977), using free speech, and Christison (1979), also using free speech. Adult research using the SLOPE test also confirms the natural order and widens the data base. Krashen, Sferlazza, Feldman, and Fathman (1976) found an order similar to Fathman’s (1975) child second language order, and Kayfetz-Fuller (1978) also reported a natural order using the SLOPE test.

As noted above, the order of acquisition for second language is not the same as the order of acquisition for first language, but there are some similarities. Table 2.1, from Krashen (1977), presents an average

**TABLE 2.1. “Average” order of acquisition of grammatical morphemes for English as a second language (children and adults)**

![Diagram](image)

**Notes:**

1. This order is derived from an analysis of empirical studies of second language acquisition (Krashen, 1977). Most studies show significant correlatons with the average order.

2. No claims are made about ordering relations for morphemes in the same box.

3. Many of the relationships posited here also hold for child first language acquisition, but some do not: In general, the *bound* morphemes have the same relative order for first and second language acquisition (ING, PLURAL, IR. PAST, REG. PAST, III SINGULAR, and POSSESSIVE) while AUXILIARY and COPULA tend to be acquired relatively later in first language acquisition than in second language acquisition.
order for second language, and shows how the first language order differs. This average order is the result of a comparison of many empirical studies of grammatical morpheme acquisition.

While English is the best studied language, it is not the only one studied. Research in order of acquisition for other language is beginning to emerge. As yet unpublished papers by Bruce (1979), dealing with Russian as a foreign language, and van Naerssen (1981), for Spanish as a foreign language, confirm the validity of the natural order hypothesis for other languages.

We will deal with the pedagogical implications of the natural order hypothesis later, I should point out here, however, that the implication of the natural order hypothesis is not that our syllabi should be based on the order found in the studies discussed here, that is, I do not recommend teaching *ing* early and the third person singular *s* late. We will, in fact, find reason to reject grammatical sequencing in all cases where our goal is language acquisition. We will deal with this later, however, after we have finished laying the theoretical groundwork.

(a) *Transitional forms*

Studies supporting the natural order hypothesis show only the order in which mature, or well-formed structures emerge. Other studies reveal the path acquirers take *en route* to mastery. (For a review, see Dulay, Burt, and Krashen, in press. Ravem, 1974; Milon, 1974; Gillis and Weber, 1976; Cancino, Rosansky, and Schumann, 1974; Wode, 1978 and Nelson, 1980 are some second language studies in this area.) There is surprising uniformity here as well--acquirers make very similar errors, termed developmental errors, while they are acquiring. For example, in acquiring English negation, many first and second language acquirers pass through a stage in which they place the negative marker outside the sentence, as in:

No Mom sharpen it.         (from Klima and Bellugi's study of child L1 acquisition)

and     Not like it now.           (from Ravem's (1974) study of L2 acquisition)

A typical later stage is to place the negative marker between the subject and the verb, as in:

I no like this one.     (Cancino et al. (1975) study of child L2 acquisition)

and     This no have calendar. (from Schumann's (1978a) study of adult L2 acquisition)

before reaching the correct form.
Predictable stages in the acquisition of wh questions in English include an early stage in which the wh word appears before the rest of the sentence, which is otherwise left in its normal uninverted form, as in:

- How he can be a doctor? (Klima and Bellugi, 1966, child L1 acquisition)
- and What she is doing? (Ravem, 1974, child L2 acquisition)

Only later do acquirers begin to invert the subject and verb of the sentence. (A detailed review can be found in Dulay et al., in press.)

Transitional forms have been described for other languages and for other structures. The stages for a given target language appear to be strikingly similar despite the first language of the acquirer (although particular first languages may influence the duration of certain stages; see Schumann, 1979). This uniformity is thought to reflect the operation of the natural language acquisition process that is part of all of us. (For a discussion of some of the current issues and controversies concerning the natural order hypothesis, see Krashen, 1981.)

3. THE MONITOR HYPOTHESIS

While the acquisition-learning distinction claims that two separate processes coexist in the adult, it does not state how they are used in second language performance. The Monitor hypothesis posits that acquisition and learning are used in very specific ways. Normally, acquisition "initiates" our utterances in a second language and is responsible for our fluency. Learning has only one function, and that is as a Monitor, or editor. Learning comes into play only to make changes in the form of our utterance, after is has been "produced" by the acquired system. This can happen before we speak or write, or after (self-correction). Figure 2.1 models this process.

![Fig. 2.1. Acquisition and learning in second language production.](image)

Conscious learning is available only as a "Monitor", which can alter the output of the acquired system before or after the utterance is actually spoken or written. It is the acquired system which initiates normal, fluent speech utterances.

The Monitor hypothesis implies that formal rules, or conscious learning, play only a limited role in second language performance. These limitations have become even clearer as research has
proceeded in the last few years. This research, reviewed in Chapter IV, strongly suggests that second language performers can use conscious rules only when three conditions are met. These conditions are necessary and not sufficient, that is, a performer may not fully utilize his conscious grammar even when all three conditions are met. I list these conditions here, with a brief description. We will discuss them in greater detail in Chapter IV:

(i) Time. In order to think about and use conscious rules effectively, a second language performer needs to have sufficient time. For most people, normal conversation does not allow enough time to think about and use rules. The over-use of rules in conversation can lead to trouble, i.e. a hesitant style of talking and inattention to what the conversational partner is saying.

(ii) Focus on form. To use the Monitor effectively, time is not enough. The performer must also be focussed on form, or thinking about correctness (Dulay and Burt, 1978). Even when we have time, we may be so involved in what we are saying that we do not attend to how we are saying it.

(iii) Know the rule. This is a very formidable requirement. Linguistics has taught us that the structure of language is extremely complex, and they claim to have described only a fragment of the best known languages. We can be sure that our students are exposed only to a small part of the total grammar of the language, and we know that even the best students do not learn every rule they are exposed to.

The evidence for the production schema shown in Fig. 2.1 comes originally from the natural order studies. (Confirming evidence has been also produced from other sources, see, for example, Bialystok and Frohlich, 1977, 1978a, 1978b.) These studies are consistent with this generalization: we see the natural order for grammatical morphemes, that is, the child's (second language) difficulty order (similar to the order of acquisition; Krashen, 1977), when we test subjects in situations that appear to be "Monitor-free", where they are focused on communication and not form. When we give our adult subjects tests that meet the three conditions, i.e. a pencil and paper "grammar"-type test, we see "unnatural" orders, orders unlike the child L2 order of acquisition or difficulty order. The interpretation of this result is that the natural order reflects the operation of the acquired system alone, without the intrusion of the conscious grammar, since adult second language acquisition is posited to be similar to child (second) language acquisition. When we put people in situations where the three conditions are met, when they have time, are focused on form, and know the rule, the error pattern changes, reflecting the contribution of the conscious grammar.

It appears to be the case that unnatural orders are the result of a rise in rank of certain morphemes, the late-acquired, more "learnable" items. In English as a second language, when performers are put in situations where they can and do Monitor, we see a rise in rank of the third person singular morpheme and the regular past, both late-acquired, low on the list in Table 2.1, and both relatively straightforward, both syntactically and semantically. (See studies by Larsen-Freeman, 1975, described in Chapter IV, Table 4.1; and Brown, described in Note 4, Chapter IV.)
Use of the conscious Monitor thus has the effect of allowing performers to supply items that are not yet acquired. As we shall see in Chapter IV, however, only certain items can be supplied by most Monitor users; the Monitor does a better job with some parts of grammar than with others. Specifically, it seems to do better with rules that can be characterized as "simple" in two different ways. First, rules that do not require elaborate movements or permutations; rules that are syntactically simple. Easy rules in this sense include bound morphology, such as the third person singular in English, or the \( de + le = du \) contraction in French. Difficult rules in this sense include the English wh-question rule, which requires moving the questioned word to the front of the sentence, a subject-auxiliary inversion, and in some cases the insertion of do in the right place. Rules can also be easy and difficult due to their semantic properties. The English article system is easy to describe formally—one simply inserts the or a or sometimes nothing before the noun. But its semantics are very difficult to describe (see, for example, Hawkins, 1978).

To summarize thus far, Monitor use results in the rise in rank of items that are "late-acquired" in the natural order, items that the performer has learned but has not acquired. Only certain items can rise in rank, however. When Monitor use is heavy, this rise in rank is enough to disturb the natural order. (As discussed in Chapter IV, it is possible to see small changes in certain late-acquired morphemes that are not enough to disturb the natural order; this may be termed light Monitor use. See especially Note 5, Chapter IV.

As we shall see in Chapter IV, it is not easy to encourage noticeable Monitor use. Experimentation has shown that anything less than a real grammar test will not bring out the conscious grammar in any force. Keyfetz (1978) found natural orders for both oral and written versions on the SLOPE test, showing that simply using the written modality is not enough to cause an unnatural order. Houck, Robertson and Krashen (1978a) had adult subjects (university level international students) correct their own written output, and still found a natural order for the corrected version. Krashen, Butler, Birnbaum, and Robertson (1978) found that even when ESL students write compositions with plenty of time and under instructions to be very "careful", the effect of Monitor use was surprisingly light. The best hypothesis now is that for most people, even university students, it takes a real discrete-point grammar-type test to meet all three conditions for Monitor use and encourage significant use of the conscious grammar.

(a) Individual variation in Monitor use

Some of the individual variation we see in adult second language acquisition and performance can be accounted for in terms of differential use of the conscious Monitor. Studies of case histories suggest that there may be three basic types of performer (Krashen, 1978; Stafford and Covitt, 1978; Kounin and Krashen, 1978).

(i) Monitor Over-users. These are people who attempt to Monitor all the time, performers who are constantly checking their output with their conscious knowledge of the second language. As a result, such performers may speak hesitantly, often self-correct in the middle of utterances, and are so concerned with correctness that they cannot speak with any real fluency.
There may be two different causes for over-use of the grammar. Over-use may first of all derive from the performer's history of exposure to the second language. Many people, victims of grammar-only type of instruction, have simply not had the chance to acquire much of the second language, and may have no choice but to be dependent on learning. Another type may be related to personality. These overusers have had a chance to acquire, and may actually have acquired a great deal of the second language. They simply do not trust this acquired competence and only feel secure when they refer to their Monitor "just to be sure".

(ii) **Monitor under-users.** These are performers who have not learned, or if they have learned, prefer not to use their conscious knowledge, even when conditions allow it. Under-users are typically uninfluenced by error correction, can self-correct only by using a "feel" for correctness (e.g. "it sounds right"), and rely completely on the acquired system.

Stafford and Covitt (1978) note that some under-users pay "lip service" to the value of conscious grammar. Their subject "I" felt that people need conscious rules to speak "correctly", and that "grammar is the key to every language". "I" himself, however, hardly used conscious rules at all, in speech or writing.

(iii) **The optimal Monitor user.** Our pedagogical goal is to produce optimal users, performers who use the Monitor when it is appropriate and when it does not interfere with communication. Many optimal users will not use grammar in ordinary conversation, where it might interfere. (Some very skilled performers, such as some professional linguists and language teachers, might be able to get away with using considerable amounts of conscious knowledge in conversation, e.g. Rivers, 1979, but this is very unusual. We might consider these people "super Monitor users", after Yorio, 1978.) In writing, and in planned speech, however, when there is time, optimal users will typically make whatever corrections they can to raise the accuracy of their output (see, for example, Krashen and Pon, 1975).

Optimal Monitor users can therefore use their learned competence as a supplement to their acquired competence. Some optimal users who have not completely acquired their second language, who make small and occasional errors in speech, can use their conscious grammar so successfully that they can often produce the illusion of being native in their writing. (This does not imply that conscious learning can entirely make up for incomplete acquisition. Some unacquired rules will be learnable and others not. The optimal user is able to fill *part* of the gap with conscious learning, but not all of it.

4. THE INPUT HYPOTHESIS

We will take much more time with this hypothesis than we did with the others for two reasons. First, much of this material is relatively new, while the other hypotheses have been described and discussed already in several published books and articles. The second reason is its importance, both theoretical and practical. The input hypothesis attempts to answer what is
The important question is: How do we acquire language? If the Monitor hypothesis is correct, that acquisition is central and learning more peripheral, then the goal of our pedagogy should be to encourage acquisition. The question of how we acquire then becomes crucial.

This section is organized as follows: I will first present the input hypothesis before giving any supporting evidence. Following this is a description of the evidence from research in first and second language acquisition. We will then briefly cover evidence from applied linguistics research, which is discussed in more detail in Chapter V.

(a) Statement of the hypothesis

Let us first restate the question of how we acquire: given the correctness of the natural order hypothesis, how do we move from one stage to another? If an acquirer is at "stage 4", how can he progress to "stage 5"? More generally, how do we move from stage \( i \), where \( i \) represents current competence, to \( i + 1 \), the next level? The input hypothesis makes the following claim: a necessary (but not sufficient) condition to move from stage \( i \) to stage \( i + 1 \) is that the acquirer understand input that contains \( i + 1 \), where "understand" means that the acquirer is focussed on the meaning and not the form of the message.

We acquire, in other words, only when we understand language that contains structure that is "a little beyond" where we are now. How is this possible? How can we understand language that contains structures that we have not yet acquired? The answer to this apparent paradox is that we use more than our linguistic competence to help us understand. We also use context, our knowledge of the world, our extra-linguistic information to help us understand language directed at us.

The input hypothesis runs counter to our usual pedagogical approach in second and foreign language teaching. As Hatch (1978a) has pointed out, our assumption has been that we first learn structures, then practice using them in communication, and this is how fluency develops. The input hypothesis says the opposite. It says we acquire by "going for meaning" first, and as a result, we acquire structure! (For discussion of first language acquisition, see MacNamara, 1972.)

We may thus state parts (1) and (2) of the input hypothesis as follows:

(1) The input hypothesis relates to acquisition, not learning.
We acquire by understanding language that contains structure a bit beyond our current level of competence \((i + 1)\). This is done with the help of context or extra-linguistic information.

A third part of the input hypothesis says that input must contain \(i + 1\) to be useful for language acquisition, but it need not contain only \(i + 1\). It says that if the acquirer understands the input, and there is enough of it, \(i + 1\) will automatically be provided. In other words, if communication is successful, \(i + 1\) is provided. As we will discuss later, this implies that the best input should not even attempt to deliberately aim at \(i + 1\). We are all familiar with syllabi that try to deliberately cover \(i + 1\). There is a "structure of the day", and usually both teacher and student feel that the aim of the lesson is to teach or practice a specific grammatical item or structure. Once this structure is "mastered", the syllabus proceeds to the next one. This part of the input hypothesis implies that such a deliberate attempt to provide \(i + 1\) is not necessary. As we shall see later, there are reasons to suspect that it may even be harmful.

Thus, part (3) of the input hypothesis is:

\((3)\) When communication is successful, when the input is understood and there is enough of it, \(i + 1\) will be provided automatically.

The final part of the input hypothesis states that speaking fluency cannot be taught directly. Rather, it "emerges" over time, on its own. The best way, and perhaps the only way, to teach speaking, according to this view, is simply to provide comprehensible input. Early speech will come when the acquirer feels "ready"; this state of readiness arrives at somewhat different times for different people, however. Early speech, moreover, is typically not grammatically accurate. Accuracy develops over time as the acquirer hears and understands more input. Part (4) of the input hypothesis is thus:

\((4)\) Production ability emerges. It is not taught directly.

\(b\) Evidence supporting the hypothesis

\(i\) First language acquisition in children. The input hypothesis is very consistent with what is known about "caretaker speech", the modifications that parents and others make when talking to young children. The most interesting and perhaps the most important characteristic of caretaker speech for us is that it is not a deliberate attempt to teach language. Rather, as Clark and Clark (1977) point out, caretaker speech is modified in order to aid comprehension. Caretakers talk "simpler" in an effort to make themselves understood by the child.

A second characteristic of interest to us here is the finding that caretaker speech, while it is syntactically simpler than adult-adult speech, is "roughly-tuned" to the child's current level of linguistic competence, not "finely-tuned". In other words, caretaker speech is not precisely
adjusted to the level of each child, but tends to get more complex as the child progresses. Very
good evidence for rough-tuning comes from the research of Cross (1977) and Newport,
Gleitman, and

Gleitman (1977), who report that correlations between input complexity and measures of the
child's linguistic maturity, while positive and often significant, are not usually very large. An
interpretation of this finding is that caretakers are not taking aim exactly at $i+1$. The input they
provide for children includes $i+1$, but also includes many structures that have already been
acquired, plus some that have not ($i+2, i+3$, etc.) and that the child may not be ready for yet. In
other words, caretakers do not provide a grammatically based syllabus! (For a more complete
review of rough-tuning, see Krashen 1980, 1981.)

A third characteristic of caretaker speech that concerns us is known as the "here and now"
principle. It is well established that caretakers talk mostly about what the child can perceive,
what is in the immediate environment. Discourse with children is far more likely to deal with
what is in the room and happening now ("See the ball?") than what is not in the room and not
current ("What will we do upstairs tomorrow?"). As Newport et al. (1977) points out, this is a
topical constraint--the "here and now" principle reflects the common interests of the caretaker
and child.

While there is no direct evidence showing that caretaker speech is indeed more effective
than unmodified input, the input hypothesis predicts that caretaker speech will be very useful for
the child. First, it is, or aims to be, comprehensible. The "here and now" feature provides extra-
linguistic support (context) that helps the child understand the utterances containing $i+1$. As
MacNamara (1972) pointed out, the child does not acquire grammar first and then use it in
understanding. The child understands first, and this helps him acquire language.

As discussed earlier, roughly-tuned caretaker speech covers the child's $i+1$, but does not
focus on $i+1$ exclusively. Part (3) of the input hypothesis claims that this is optimal. Rough-
tuning has the following advantages in child first language acquisition:

1) It ensures that $i+1$ is covered, with no guesswork as to just what $i+1$ is for each child. On
the other hand, deliberate aim at $i+1$ might miss!

2) Roughly-tuned input will provide $i+1$ for more than one child at a time, as long as they
understand what is said. Finely-tuned input, even if accurate (i.e. even if it "hits" $i+1$), will only
benefit the child whose $i+1$ is exactly the same as what is emphasized in the input.

3) Roughly-tuned input provides built-in review. We need not be concerned with whether a child
has "mastered" a structure, whether the child was paying attention to the input that day, or
whether we provided enough. With natural, roughly-tuned input, $i+1$ will occur and reoccur.

In other words, if part (3) is correct, if it is the case that with enough natural communication
and understanding that $i+1$ is always provided, the caretaker need not worry about consciously
programming structure.
This must be a good thing! Adding the responsibility of grammatical sequencing to parenthood would make parent-child communication much less spontaneous and far more difficult.

(ii) Evidence from second language acquisition: simple codes. The input hypothesis also holds for second language acquisition. First, as presented earlier, the second language acquirer, child or adult, is also an "acquirer", just like the child acquiring first language. Also, according to hypothesis (2), there is a natural order of acquisition for second language as well as first language, so we can talk about the second language acquirers' $i + 1$ as well. Third, second language acquirers can also receive the kind of modified input that children get.

This modified input is of three sorts. Foreigner-talk results from the modifications native speakers make with less than fully competent speakers of their language (see, for example, Hatch, Shapira, and Gough, 1978 for some good examples). Teacher-talk is foreigner-talk in the classroom, the language of classroom management and explanation, when it is in the second language. A third simple code is interlanguage talk, the speech of other second language acquirers.

While there are some differences between these simple codes and caretaker speech (Long, 1980; Freed, 1980), there are important similarities. As is the case with caretaker speech, modifications made in foreigner-talk and teacher-talk are not made for the purpose of language teaching, but are made for the purpose of communication, to help the second language acquirer understand what is being said. Second, the available research indicates that foreigner-talk and teacher-talk are roughly-tuned to the level of the acquirer, and not finely-tuned (Freed, 1980; Gaies, 1977; for a review, see Krashen, 1980); more advanced second language performers tend to get more complex input, but the correlation between proficiency and input complexity is less than perfect.

Foreigner-talk and teacher-talk may not always be in the "here and now", but helpful native speakers and teachers find other ways to make input comprehensible. In addition to linguistic alterations, they take advantage of the acquirer's knowledge of the world, which is, of course, greater than that of the child acquiring a first language. Teachers, in addition, use pedagogical aids, such as pictures and realia (see discussion in Chapter III).

The input hypothesis predicts that these simplified codes will be very useful for the second language acquirer, just as caretaker speech is posited to be useful for the child. (For some preliminary case history data supporting this hypothesis, see Krashen, 1980, 1981.) The input hypothesis also predicts that natural, communicative, roughly-tuned, comprehensible input has some real advantages over finely-tuned input that aims directly at $i + 1$, in other words, classroom exercises that aim to teach the structure of the day.

The case against the grammatical syllabus is presented in fuller detail in Chapter III, but here is a brief summary. The arguments are very similar to those presented against giving the child finely-tuned input:
(1) All students may not be at the same stage. The "structure of the day" may not be $i + 1$ for many of the students. With natural communicative input, on the other hand, some $i + 1$ or other will be provided for everyone.

(2) With a grammatical syllabus, each structure is presented only once. If a student misses it, is absent, is not paying attention, or if there simply has not been enough practice (input), the student may have to wait until next year, when all structures are reviewed! On the other hand, roughly-tuned comprehensible input allows for natural review.

(3) A grammatical syllabus assumes we know the order of acquisition. No such assumption is necessary when we rely on comprehensible input, on roughly-tuned natural communication.

(4) Finally, a grammatical syllabus, and the resulting grammatical focus, places serious constraints on what can be discussed. Too often, it is difficult, if not impossible, to discuss or read anything of real interest if our underlying motive is to practice a particular structure. In other words, a grammatical focus will usually prevent real communication using the second language.

If these arguments are correct, they mean that we should not attempt to teach along the natural order, or any other order, when our goal is acquisition. (This is not necessarily true when the goal is conscious learning; see Chapter IV.)

(iii) Evidence from second language acquisition: the silent period and L1 influence. The input hypothesis is also consistent with other findings and hypotheses in second language acquisition. One of these can be termed the "silent period", a phenomenon that is most noticeable in child second language acquisition.

It has often been noted that children acquiring a second language in a natural, informal linguistic environment may say very little for several months following their first exposure to the second language. What output there is consists usually of memorized language, whole sentences learned as if they were one word. Hatch (1972), for example, reported that Paul, a five-year-old Chinese speaker acquiring English as a second language, did not really use "creative" language for his first few months in the United States. His only output was memorized sentences, such as

Get out of here.
It's time to eat and drink.

He had clearly learned these as whole utterances without a real understanding of their components (e.g. he probably would not understand the word "out" or "time" if it were used in another sentence). Such memorized sentences were probably very useful for Paul, both in the classroom and playground. When "real" language did start to emerge, it looked very much like first language development, with short, simple sentences such as

This kite.
Ball no.
The explanation of the silent period in terms of the input hypothesis is straightforward—the child is building up competence in the second language via listening, by understanding the language around him. In accordance with the input hypothesis, speaking ability emerges on its own after enough competence has been developed by listening and understanding. We should note that case histories dealing with children acquiring second languages (see also Hakuta, 1974; Ervin-Tripp, 1974) agree that several months may elapse until they start talking, and that the speech that emerges is not error-free. This finding has important pedagogical considerations, as we shall see in Chapter III.

Adults, and children in formal language classes, are usually not allowed a silent period. They are often asked to produce very early in a second language, before they have acquired enough syntactic competence to express their ideas. According to a hypothesis first proposed by Newmark (1966), performers who are asked to produce before they are "ready" will fall back on first language rules, that is, they will use syntactic rules of their first language while speaking the second language.

Stated more formally, an acquirer will substitute some L1 rule for $i + 1$, a rule of the second language, if the acquirer needs $i + 1$ to express himself but has not yet acquired it. The L1 rule used may be quite similar to the L2 $i + 1$, but may also differ in certain ways. When the L1 and L2 rules are different, the resulting error is referred to often as "interference". But according to Newmark, it is not interference at all; it is not the result of the L1 interfering with second language performance, but the result of ignorance--the lack of acquisition of an L2 rule that is needed in performance.

(iv) Advantages and disadvantages of L2 rule use. The substitution of some L1 rule for some $i + 1$ has both advantages and disadvantages. The advantages are short term, however, while the disadvantages appear to be quite serious.

One obvious advantage is that the use of an L1 rule allows the performer to "outperform his competence", to meet a practical need in L2 communication before he has acquired the relevant $i + 1$ rule. When the L1 rule used is identical to a rule in the L2 ("positive transfer"), the performer seems to have got something for free. Even if the L1 rule is not the same as the L2 rule, one could argue that the performer still comes out ahead, as, quite often, he can still communicate his point despite the incorrect form.

Another advantage is that the early production allowed by the use of L1 rules also helps to invite input—it allows the performer to participate more in conversation, and this could mean more comprehensible input and thus more second language acquisition.

There are real disadvantages to falling back on the L1, however. First, the L1 rule may not be the same as an L2 rule, as noted above, and errors can result. The conscious Monitor can note and repair these errors in some cases, but not all, since, as we have seen the constraints on Monitor use are severe. Thus, use of L1 rules requires constant vigilance on the part of the Monitor, and is an awkward way to produce formally correct sentences in a second language. (Note that Monitor correction of such errors will not, according to the theory, produce
acquisition, or permanent change. It will not eradicate the L1 rule, even if done effectively over long periods of time. Real acquisition comes only from comprehensible input.\(^8\)

There may be another serious disadvantage to the use of L1 rules in second language performance. Even if the L1 rule is similar to an actual L2 rule or transitional form, it is not clear that these rules will help the acquirer progress—they may not take the place of "true" L2 rules in the developmental sequence. In Krashen (1982) I discuss the hypothesis that acquisition requires a comparison between \(i\) and \(i + 1\) (Clark and Andersen, 1980; Lamendella, 1979). It may be the case that the "distance" between \(i\) and \(i + 1\) cannot be too great—\(i\) and \(i + 1\) can only differ in small ways. Transitional forms, I hypothesize, may be useful in that they can temporarily serve as \(i\), helping to decrease the amount of distance between \(i\) and \(i + 1\).

If, for example, the target rule in English is the negative \((i + 1, \text{ presented to the system by input})\), the intermediate form no + \(v\) (provided by the creative construction system internally) may be closer to the mature negative form. The acquirer may thus use no + \(v\) at \(i\), rather than a more primitive form of the negative (e.g. no + \(S\)).

If transitional forms can temporarily serve as \(i\), the next question is whether L1 rules, even when they happen to be similar to L2 rules or transitional forms, can perform this function. The answer may be no". For example, Spanish speakers often have a long period in their acquisition of English in which they produce no + \(v\) for the English negative, a structure that is similar to a transitional form in English as a first and second language (Schumann, 1979). It may be the case that earlier no + \(v\) performance is the use of the L1 rule, while later no + \(v\) performance is the true intermediate form. It may be the case that only the latter can help the system "move forward".\(^2\)

To summarize, use of L1 rules is hypothesized to be the result of falling back on first language knowledge when a second language rule is needed in production but is not available. It may temporarily enhance production, but may not be real progress in the second language. The real cure for "interference", according to Newmark, is not drill at the points of contrast between the two languages (Newmark and Reibel, 1973, p. 239). Drill will, at best, produce learning, and, as we have seen, this is only a short term cure. The real cure "is simply the cure for ignorance" (Newmark, 1966, p. 81): real language acquisition. This can happen only when the acquirer obtains comprehensible input.\(^{10,11,12}\)

(v) \textit{Applied linguistics research}. The input hypothesis is also consistent with the results of what can be called "method comparison" experiments. Several scholars and groups of scholars have attempted to determine directly which teaching methods are best by simple comparison. Groups of students studying second and foreign languages using two different methods are compared, both in long-term and short-term studies. We will have a detailed look at this research in Chapter \(V\), but I will state my own conclusions in advance. My reading of studies comparing the more commonly used methods (audio-lingual as compared to grammar-translation or cognitive-code) is as follows:
"Deductive" methods (rule first, then practice, e.g. grammar-translation and cognitive-code) are slightly more efficient than audio-lingual teaching for adults. The differences are often statistically significant, but are not huge. Students clearly make some progress using any of these approaches.

For adolescents, there is no measurable difference. I interpret this failure to find large differences in this way: none of the methods compared in these studies provides much in the way of comprehensible input! The input hypothesis predicts, moreover, that an approach that provides substantial quantities of comprehensible input will do much better than any of the older approaches.

There are several newer methods that do this, such as Asher's Total Physical Response Method (Asher, 1966, 1969) and Terrell's Natural Approach (Terrell, 1977). In these methods, class time is devoted to providing comprehensible input, where the focus is on the message and not the form, and students are not expected to produce in the second language until they themselves decide they are "ready". Reports confirming the superiority of such "input methods" have been appearing in the professional literature over the last ten years (e.g. Asher, 1972; Gary, 1975; Postovsky, 1974; more detail is provided in Chapter V). (The focus on comprehensible input is not the only reason for the success of the newer methods, however; see discussion below of affect, and Chapters III and V.)

Since the bulk of this book is intended to deal with implications of second language acquisition theory (Chapters III, IV, and V), this section should really be delayed until later. I cannot resist, however, briefly stating one implication here, since, in my opinion, the implications of the input hypothesis are truly exciting for all of us interested in language acquisition. Most important, the input hypothesis predicts that the classroom may be an excellent place for second language acquisition, at least up to the "intermediate" level. For beginners, the classroom can be much better than the outside world, since the outside usually provides the beginner with very little comprehensible input, especially for older acquirers (Wagner-Gough and Hatch, 1975). In the classroom, we can provide an hour a day of comprehensible input, which is probably much better than the outside can do for the beginner. We will elaborate on this a bit more after discussion of the Affective Filter.

5. THE AFFECTIVE FILTER HYPOTHESIS

The Affective Filter hypothesis states how affective factors relate to the second language acquisition process. The concept of an Affective Filter was proposed by Dulay and Burt (1977), and is consistent with the theoretical work done in the area of affective variables and second language acquisition, as well as the hypotheses previously covered in this chapter.
Research over the last decade has confirmed that a variety of affective variables relate to success in second language acquisition (reviewed in Krashen, 1981). Most of those studied can be placed into one of these three categories:

1. **Motivation.** Performers with high motivation generally do better in second language acquisition (usually, but not always, "integrative"\(^1\)).

2. **Self-confidence.** Performers with self-confidence and a good self-image tend to do better in second language acquisition.

3. **Anxiety.** Low anxiety appears to be conducive to second language acquisition, whether measured as personal or classroom anxiety.

In several places I have hypothesized that these attitudinal factors relate directly to acquisition and not learning, since they tend to show stronger relationships to second language achievement when communicative-type tests are used, tests that tap the acquired rather than the learned system, and when the students taking the test have used the language in "acquisition-rich" situations, situations where comprehensible input was plentiful.

The Affective Filter hypothesis captures the relationship between affective variables and the process of second language acquisition by positing that acquirers vary with respect to the strength or level of their Affective Filters. Those whose attitudes are not optimal for second language acquisition will not only tend to seek less input, but they will also have a high or strong Affective Filter—even if they understand the message, the input will not reach the part of the brain responsible for language acquisition, or the language acquisition device. Those with attitudes more conducive to second language acquisition will not only seek and obtain more input, they will also have a lower or weaker filter. They will be more open to the input, and it will strike "deeper" (Stevick, 1976).

The Affective Filter hypothesis, represented in Fig. 2.2, claims that the effect of affect is "outside" the language acquisition device proper. It still maintains that input is the primary causative variable in second language acquisition, affective variables acting to impede or facilitate the delivery of input to the language acquisition device.

The filter hypothesis explains why it is possible for an acquirer to obtain a great deal of comprehensible input, and yet stop short (and sometimes well short) of the native speaker level (or "fossilize"; Selinker, 1972). When this occurs, it is due to the affective filter.
The "affective filter", posited by Dulay and Burt (1977), acts to prevent input from being used for language acquisition. Acquirers with optimal attitudes (see text) are hypothesized to have "low" affective filters. Classrooms that encourage low filters are those that promote low anxiety among students, that keep students "off the defensive" (Stevick, 1976).

This picture does not diminish, in any way, the importance of affective variables in pedagogy. The Affective Filter hypothesis implies that our pedagogical goals should not only include supplying comprehensible input, but also creating a situation that encourages a low filter. As discussed in Chapter V, several methods focus on just this (e.g. Counseling-Learning and Suggestopedia).

The input hypothesis and the concept of the Affective Filter define the language teacher in a new way. The effective language teacher is someone who can provide input and help make it comprehensible in a low anxiety situation. Of course, many teachers have felt this way about their task for years, at least until they were told otherwise by the experts!

B. The Causative Variable in Second Language Acquisition

1. THE CAUSATIVE VARIABLES

Our review of second language acquisition theory thus far can be summarized as follows:

1. Acquisition is more important than learning.

2. In order to acquire, two conditions are necessary. The first is comprehensible (or even better, comprehended) input containing $i + 1$, structures a bit beyond the acquirer's current level, and second, a low or weak affective filter to allow the input "in".

This is equivalent to saying that comprehensible input and the strength of the filter are the true causes of second language acquisition. Other variables may relate to second language success, that is, we may see positive correlations between other variables and measures of achievement in second language, but in all cases in which language acquisition is attained,
analysis will reveal that the relationship can better be explained in terms of comprehensible input plus filter level.

In this section, we will perform such an analysis, looking at several factors that have been shown to relate to success in second language acquisition. We will see that not only can they be re-analyzed, but that the comprehensible input + filter explanation helps to solve some apparent problems and contradictions in the research literature.

We will begin with the effect of language teaching on second language acquisition, then examine variables relating to exposure (length of residence in the country where the language is used and reported use of the second language), and then turn to age. Finally, we will consider Schumann's acculturation hypothesis, to see whether it too can be reanalyzed in this way.

2. LANGUAGE TEACHING: DOES IT HELP?

If acquisition is more central, and learning of less use to second language performance, and if comprehensible input and the filter are the essential causative variables for second language acquisition, the classroom should help only to the extent it supplies comprehensible input in an environment conducive to a low filter. This may indeed be, as mentioned earlier, its main function.

It seems reasonable to hypothesize that the classroom should be especially valuable for beginners, those who cannot easily utilize the informal environment for input. It will be of less value to those who can, who have other sources of comprehensible input, and who are linguistically advanced enough to take advantage of it.

The question then becomes not "Does language teaching help?" but "When does language teaching help?". A possible answer is this: language teaching helps when it is the main source of low filter comprehensible input, that is, for beginners and for foreign language students who do not have a chance to get input outside the class. It will be of less help when rich sources of input are available. If the research literature supports these generalizations, it confirms the generalization that language teaching helps second language acquisition when it supplies comprehensible input, which is the true cause of second language acquisition.

(a) When language teaching helps

Brière (1978) investigated the factors that predicted successful acquisition of Spanish as a second language among 920 native Mexican children, ages four through twelve. Among the best predictors of Spanish proficiency was attendance in class in the village school (promotoria). This makes sense in terms of our hypothesis, since the promotoria was the major source of comprehensible input in Spanish, as opportunities to use Spanish outside the classroom were not
plentiful. (The two other significant predictors were the father's ability to speak Spanish and the parents' need for Spanish.)

Some adult studies report fairly large positive correlations between the amount of classroom exposure to the second language and proficiency. In each case, however, it can be argued that the class was the primary source of comprehensible input. Krashen, Zelinski, Jones, and Usprich (1978) tested students in an extension (evening and weekend) program in English as a second language at Queens College in New York, and reported robust correlations between reported years of formal study and performance on a variety of ESL tests, i.e.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Correlation with years of formal study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michigan (Lado)</td>
<td>$r = 0.50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>$r = 0.34$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloze</td>
<td>$r = 0.47$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOPE</td>
<td>$r = 0.42$ (reported in Krashen, 1976)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All correlations were very significant ($p < 0.01$ or better).

Despite the fact that these students were in the United States and technically in a second language and not a foreign language environment, it is likely that, in many cases, they did not have a rich input source available to them outside the class. First, some had not been in the country for a long time, their primary exposure to English having been in a foreign language situation. Second, since these were extension and not regular day-time university students, there was the strong possibility that many of them were not utilizing English very much in their daily lives, even though they were living in New York. This is confirmed below, when we note the lack of a strong relationship found for these same students between length of residence in the United States and proficiency, and when we examine the effect of instruction on regular university students who do have a rich source of input outside the classroom. (See Krashen, Seliger, and Hartnett, 1974 and Krashen and Seliger, 1976, for similar results.)

Chihara and Oller (1978) also report substantial correlations between length of formal study and second language proficiency, finding a correlation of $r = 0.45$ for performance on a cloze test and similar results for other measures. Their subjects were Japanese studying English as a foreign language in Japan, a clear foreign language situation in which the classroom was the main, if not only, source of comprehensible input.
Not all the research literature concludes that language teaching is good for second language acquisition! (I must admit that I am astounded to see that so few studies have investigated such a crucial issue! What is presented in this section is practically the entire literature on this question.) There are generalizations that can be made about studies that seem to decide against second language teaching, however. In all cases, students had a rich source of comprehensible input outside the classroom, and were competent enough in the second language to be able to take advantage of it, i.e. understand.

Two studies deal with child second language acquisition and both with English as a second language. Fathman (1975) found no significant differences in English proficiency between children who had ESL instruction and children who did not. All children in her study, however, were enrolled in English-medium public schools in Washington, D.C. and all had been in the United States from one to three years. It can be hypothesized that they were getting comprehensible input from the school and playground, and the extra input from the ESL class did not make a difference (nor did grammar and drill!).

Hale and Budar (1970) studied immigrant adolescents in Hawaiian junior high schools. In their paper (titled "Are TESOL classes the only answer?"), they noted that the subjects formed a natural division. One group was composed of students who spoke less common languages. These students did not have the "benefit" of a formal ESL program and were isolated from speakers of their own language. The second group consisted of students who had the chance to associate with other students who spoke their own first language. These students did attend ESL classes. Hale and Budar report that the first group actually made better progress in English, a finding that seems to question the value of ESL classes. The first group, however, may have had more comprehensible input, possibly through having to associate more with English speakers and with other non-native speakers using English as a lingua franca. This study also fits our generalization and confirms that the issue is not plus or minus ESL or language teaching but plus or minus low filter comprehensible input.

Two adult studies also appear to decide against the classroom. Upshur (1968) studied three groups of ten foreign students studying law at a special summer session at the University of Michigan. All students took seminars and classes that used English as the medium of instruction. In addition, they took formal ESL classes, each group taking a different amount, depending on placement scores. Upshur's analysis of their progress in English over the summer revealed no significant effects attributable to the amount of instruction they received: those with more ESL did not necessarily acquire more than those with less over the course of the summer. Mason (1971), in a study done at the University of Hawaii, simply allowed a small group of intermediate level international students to postpone a required ESL class for a semester. Their progress in ESL was compared to students who actually took the course. Mason reported no significant differences between the two groups.

The two adult studies are consistent with the hypothesis. In both
cases, students had a rich source of comprehensible input outside the classroom, and in both cases they were advanced enough to be able to utilize it.

I conclude from this that language teaching certainly can help. Its primary function is to supply comprehensible input for those who can not get it elsewhere, those constrained by their situation (i.e. foreign language students who do not have input sources outside the class) or by their competence (those unable to understand the language of the outside world). While it is less useful for those who have other sources of input, there still are things the competent classroom can contribute to the intermediate student. It can supply conscious learning for optimal Monitor use (see Chapter IV), and give tools to help the acquirer utilize the outside environment more fully for further acquisition (Chapter III). Table 2.2 summarizes studies discussed in this section.16

3. EXPOSURE VARIABLES

Several exposure variables have been investigated with respect to second language acquisition. Some studies show a clear relationship between the amount of exposure and proficiency and some do not. We shall see again that the hypothesis that comprehensible input plus low filter are the true causative variables predicts quite well when exposure variables relate to second language acquisition and when they do not. Thus, exposure variable are also indirect and not in themselves causative.

Several studies have examined length of residence (LOR) in the second language environment. For those studies of child second language acquisition, it can be plausibly argued that LOR may reflect simply the amount of comprehensible input the child obtains. (This is of course not always the case in child second language acquisition; all too often children living in a country do not get comprehensible input, either in or out of school.) We thus see, in these studies, a clear relationship between LOR and second language proficiency.

Fathman (1975) was discussed above. In addition to her finding on the non-effects of formal instruction on ESL achievement, Fathman also reported that LOR did predict proficiency for her sample of children (ages 6-14, enrolled in public school in Washington, D.C.).

Table 2.2. Formal instruction and second language acquisition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other sources of comprehensible input available?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Studies that claim instruction helps:
Briere (1978) Native Mexican children
Beginning No; promotoria is main source of Spanish
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Language Level</th>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krashen et al. (1978)</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>&quot;Extension&quot; university students</td>
<td>Only in some cases; some students new in U.S., others do not use English in daily life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chihara and Oller (1978)</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Adult English students</td>
<td>No; foreign language situation with little use of English (EFL) in Japan outside the class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies that claim instruction does not help:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fathman (1975)</td>
<td>Intermediate²</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Yes; classes (public school), playground language talk (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hale and Budar (1970)</td>
<td>Beginning to intermediate</td>
<td>Adolescents</td>
<td>Yes; classes in English, playground, possible language talk (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upshur (1968)</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Adult ESL in university</td>
<td>Yes; classes and seminars given in English, informal environment (summer session)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason (1971)</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Adult ESL university</td>
<td>Yes; course work in English, also informal environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a

All subjects had been in the U.S. at least one year.

Those who had been in the United States for three years did better on the SLOPE test than those who had been in the United States for two years, and this group, in turn, outperformed those who had been in the United States for only one year.

Walberg, Hase, and Rasher (1978) studied Japanese-speaking children who had been in the United States a range of zero to 12 years, with most reporting a LOR of three to four years. Self-report and report of teachers were used as estimates of the children's proficiency in English. Walberg et al. did find a significant relationship between LOR and proficiency in English as a second language, but noted that even higher correlations were found with a "diminishing returns" model: "For children of all ages in the sample, acquisition proceeds at a fast rate initially, but the amounts of gain diminish with time" (p. 436). Specifically, "it may be estimated that equal... units are gained in the first two months, the next five months, the following one year, the next two years, and the next eight years" (p.436).
Ekstrand (1976), however, found no relationship between LOR and child second language proficiency in his study of immigrant children in Sweden. The median LOR in his study was only 10.5 months, and it may be the case that LOR effects are not seen unless the children have been in the country for some minimum length of time (one year?). This condition is satisfied in the Fathman and Walberg et al. studies, and may be due to the fact that approximately one year is necessary to offset the advantage the older children have in rate of acquisition in early stages (Krashen, Long, and Scarcella, 1979; see also discussion below on age).

Walberg et al.'s diminishing returns hypothesis predicts that there is also a maximum LOR, beyond which we see no relationship between LOR and second language acquisition. Data from some other studies confirm this. Seliger, Krashen and Ladefoged (1974), Oyama (1976, 1978), and Patkowski (1980) all report no relationship between LOR and proficiency in English as a second language using a variety of measures for groups of subjects who had arrived in the United States at different ages, some arriving as children and some as adults. In all cases, however, very long LORs were involved, the minimum being five years with most being much longer.

Two other studies that bear on the issue of LOR and child second language acquisition will be covered in a subsequent section (Ramsey and Wright, 1974; Minoura, 1979).

Adult studies of the relationship between LOR and second language proficiency show, in my view, that LOR "counts" when there is evidence that it reflects high interaction and therefore comprehensible input. Because of the variability in filter level in adults, however, we might expect lower correlations for adults in general, as compared to children (see discussion of age below).

International university students fully involved in the academic environment should give us significant correlations between LOR and proficiency in the second language, provided a large enough range of LOR is examined, since students should have access to large amounts of comprehensible input, both in and out of class. Two studies utilized international students. Murakami (1980) studied 30 Japanese-speaking students at Southern Illinois University and found a significant correlation between performance on a dictation test of ESL and LOR ($r = 0.68$), and a positive but not significant correlation using a cloze test ($r = 0.29$). These results are nearly identical to those of Oller, Perkins, and Murakami (1980), who examined a group of 182 students, also at SIU (which did not include the 30 students Murakami studied alone). They also report a significant correlation between LOR and dictation ($r = 0.46$) but no significant correlation for cloze (correlation not reported).

LOR and proficiency was also probed in our study of extension students at Queens College (cited above; Krashen et al., 1978). Correlations were occasionally significant (due to the large sample size) but were quite modest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
These results are predictable. We would expect extension students to have variable, and often very low, contact with English as compared to full-time students. Some may have lived in the United States many years without much comprehensible input. (Similar results are reported in Krashen, Seliger, and Hartnett, 1974, and Krashen and Seliger, 1976.)

Two studies examine "time abroad" to foreign language students, but differ somewhat in environment and also in results. Carroll (1967) reported that foreign language majors in American universities who were able to spend their junior years abroad in the country where the language was spoken performed better on the FSI rest of listening comprehension than those who had only spent a summer abroad. The summer travelers, in turn, outperformed those who had never been abroad. These clear results probably reflect the fact that such students, most likely, sought out interaction, and thus comprehensible input in the second language while they were abroad.

In Chihara and Oller (1978), students of English as a foreign language in Japan were studied. No relationship was found, however, between the amount of time spent abroad and tests of English ($r = 0.04$ for cloze, with other measures producing similar results; Chihara and Oller report higher correlations between time abroad and self-report of English proficiency; $r = 0.24$ for speaking and $r = 0.23$ for listening comprehension). In contrast to Carroll's American foreign language majors study, in which acquirers were in daily contact with the target language, time abroad in this case need not have a direct relationship with amount of comprehensible input. Table 2.3 summarizes LOR studies.

A second exposure variable that has been studied is reported use of the second language. Several studies (but surprisingly few) have asked whether those who say they use the second language more actually acquire more. We would expect a significant relationship between "use" and acquisition, since use nearly always entails comprehensible input. Of the three studies I know of that explore this variable, two do in fact show a clear relationship with second language proficiency. (Failure to find a clear relationship in every case may be due to the unreliability of self-report; see Oller and Perkins, 1978.)

All studies examining reported use involve adult subjects. Johnson and Krug (1980) studied 72 international students at Southern Illinois University and found a modest but significant 0.34 correlation between proficiency in English (as measured by accuracy of grammatical morphemes in obligatory occasions in an interview situation) and subjects'
### Studies claiming LOR relates to SLA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Duration of LOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fathman (1975)</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>1-3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walberg et al. (1978)</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>0-12 years(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murakami (1980)</td>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oller et al. (1980)</td>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carroll (1967)</td>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>1 yr/summer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Studies showing weak or no relationship between LOR and SLA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Duration of LOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ekstrand (1976)</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Medium = 10.5 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krashen et al. (1978)</td>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>Mean = 4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chihara and Oller (1978)</td>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) CI = comprehensible input.

\(^b\) Average LOR = 3-4 years.

\(^c\) No relationship between LOR and SLA presumably due here to relatively short LOR.

The report of the amount of leisure time they spent speaking and listening to English. Oller, Perkins, and Murakami (1980), however, examining a similar sample, found no relationship between a report of "time spent with English speakers" and second language proficiency, as measured by dictation and a cloze-type grammar test.
The Heidelberg project, as cited in Schumann (1978b), examined factors predicting proficiency in German as a second language for guest-workers (Italian and Spanish speakers) in Germany. They reported a correlation of 0.64 between German syntactic proficiency and "leisure contact" with Germans and one of 0.53 between German proficiency and "work contact". Both leisure and work contact can plausibly be interpreted as indicating comprehensible input.

4. AGE

It has been popularly assumed that age itself is a predictor of second language proficiency, that younger acquirers are better at second language acquisition than older acquirers. It can be argued, however, that age is not in itself a predictor of second language rate or attainment, and that here too everything reduces down to the quantity of comprehensible input and the level of the affective filter.

Krashen, Long, and Scarcella (1979) reviewed the available empirical research on the effect of age and second language acquisition and concluded that all published studies were consistent with these three generalization:

1. Adults proceed through the early stages of second language development faster than children do (where time and exposure are held constant).

2. Older children acquire faster than younger children, time and exposure held constant.

3. Acquirers who begin natural exposure to second languages during childhood generally achieve higher second language proficiency than those beginning as adults.

Thus, it is not simply the case that "younger is better": children are superior to adults only in the long run.

The explanations for these observed differences that seem most plausible to me involve input and the level or strength of the affective filter. First, let us consider the older acquirer's rate superiority (generalizations (1) and (2) above). Scarcella and Higa (forthcoming) found that younger acquirers actually received "simpler" input in a block building task, a result that confirms observations made by Wagner-Gough and Hatch (1975), and that seems to predict greater speed for younger, and not older acquirers. Scarcella and Higa noted that the older acquirers (adolescents) were better able to regulate both the quantity and quality of their input. They were better at encouraging speech and at getting the native speaker to modify it for greater comprehensibility. They could, for example, ask for help, change the topic, and direct the conversation better. They had, in other words, more "conversational competence". Thus,
despite the simpler input directed at the younger children, it is likely that older acquirers actually get more comprehended input, and this may be a key factor in their faster initial progress.

There may be other reasons for the older acquirers' superiority in rate of acquisition. Adults have means of producing language earlier, of "beating the Silent Period", means that have nothing to do with natural language acquisition but that may nevertheless help them participate in conversation and hence obtain comprehensible input.

I have hypothesized in earlier papers (see, for example, Krashen, 1981) that significant Monitor use is only possible after the acquirer has undergone formal operations, a stage in cognitive development that generally occurs at about puberty (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958). The availability of the conscious grammar, the Monitor, allows adults to produce formally acceptable utterances using first language rules repaired by the Monitor, as discussed earlier in this chapter. While the use of this mode does not require comprehensible input, it helps the acquirer to talk early, to participate in conversations, and thereby obtain input, at least some of which will be comprehensible.

Both explanations for the older acquirers' rate superiority reduce to the greater ability of the adult and older child to obtain comprehensibly input. Thus, comprehensible input again is hypothesized to be the causative variable, and not age per se.

The child's superiority in ultimate attainment has been hypothesized to be due to the strengthening of the affective filter at about puberty, an event that may also be related to formal operations (Krashen, 1981). As argued elsewhere, this hypothesis has several advantages. First, it claims that child-adult differences in attainment are not due to any change in the "language acquisition device" (LAD) but are due to the filter, a factor that is, in a sense, external to the LAD. Second, it is consistent with the claim that adults are still "acquirers", that they retain the natural language acquisition capacity children have. It also allows for the possibility that some adults can achieve extremely high levels of competence in a second language and may even be taken for native; it predicts that such "Good Language Learners" will be, above all, good acquirers, with the ability to obtain a great deal of comprehensible input with a low affective filter. In many cases, the filter prevents the adult only from going the last few inches.17

5. ACCULTURATION

A similar argument can be made concerning Schumann's Acculturation Hypothesis. Schumann (1978b) has hypothesized that acculturation is the "major casual variable in second language acquisition" (p. 29). Schumann maintains that "Second language acquisition is just one aspect of acculturation, and the degree to which the learner acculturates to the target language group will control the degree to which he acquires the target language" (p. 34).

While the Acculturation Hypothesis seems to account for second language acquisition data in extended sojourn situations, it is easily expressible in terms of comprehensible input and low
filter level. Acculturation can be viewed as a means of gaining comprehensible input and lowering the filter. Moreover, the comprehensible input hypothesis accounts for second language acquisition in situations that acculturation does not attempt to deal with.

Schumann defines two types of acculturation:

"In type one acculturation, the learner is socially integrated with the TL group and, as a result, develops sufficient contact with TL speakers to enable him to acquire the TL. In addition, he is psychologically open to the TL such that input to which he is exposed becomes intake. Type two acculturation has all the characteristics of type one, but in this case the learner regards the TL speakers as a reference group whose life styles and values he consciously or unconsciously desires to adopt. Both types of acculturation are sufficient to cause acquisition of the TL, but the distinction is made to stress that social and psychological contact with the TL group is the essential component in acculturation (as it relates to SLA) that that adoption of the life style and values of the TL group (characteristics traditionally associated with the notion of acculturation) is not necessary for successful acquisition of the TL" (p.29).

Type one acculturation is thus "weaker" than type two in that it does not involve adoption of the new life style. Since Schumann hypothesizes that type one is all that is necessary for successful second language acquisition, we restrict our discussion to type one acculturation.

Type one acculturation is easily restatable in terms of the framework presented in this chapter: social integration with resulting contacts leads to comprehensible input, while the open psychological state Schumann refers to is equivalent to a low filter. The evidence Schumann presents in support of the Acculturation Hypothesis can be similarly interpreted.

The Heidelberg project, mentioned earlier, studied variables correlating with successful acquisition of German by foreign workers. Reported amounts of leisure contact with speakers of German correlated with syntactic performance ($r = 0.64$) as did amount of work contact ($r = 0.55$). Apparently, either form of interaction was effective in encouraging second language acquisition. (Schumann notes that "among the best speakers, those who had little leisure contact with Germans all had considerable work contact" (p. 39); thus, some guest-workers who acquired German did so without much leisure contact.) This confirms that it is interaction, and the resulting comprehensible input, that "causes" second language acquisition, a view consistent with both the comprehensible input plus low filter view as well as the Acculturation Hypothesis.

Schumann, in reporting the Heidelberg research, also notes that "learners whose work required communication with co-workers did better in German than workers who provided services (hairdressers, kitchen help, etc.)" Also, "learners who worked in an environment that was noisy or which constrained movement were at a disadvantage".

These results also suggest that those who were able to interact more in the target language acquired more German, all of which means more input meeting the requirements of the input hypothesis.
Schumann draws a parallel between natural ("free" or informal) second language acquisition and the pidginization-decreolization continuum, suggesting that early second language acquisition is similar to pidginization (secondary hybridization) and that late second language acquisition is similar to the mesolect and acrolect stages of decreolization. As evidence, he describes the case of Alberto, a Spanish-speaking adult living in the United States who appeared to be at a considerable psychological and social distance from English speakers, and whose speech showed marked signs of pidginization, i.e. lack of several grammatical morphemes, little use of inversion in questions, and use of more primitive transitional forms in negation (Schumann, 1978a provides details). Alberto thus fits the Acculturation Hypothesis, since he showed little second language acquisition and little acculturation, defined as the degree of social and psychological distance. Albert is also quite consistent with the theoretical framework presented here and the hypothesis that comprehensible input and filter level are primary determinants of second language acquisition. Alberto, it can be claimed, received little comprehensible input in English (he worked nights, did not own a TV set, did not attend ESL classes, and made little effort to get to know English speakers, according to Schumann, 1978a), and probably had a strong affective filter as well.

Stauble's subjects, reported in Stauble (1978) are also considered to be evidence for the Acculturation Hypothesis. All three were Spanish speakers who had been in the United States for many years, and who had apparently "fossilized" at different levels in their development of negation. Stauble attempted to relate their progress in second language acquisition, as reflected by the transitional forms they used for negation, and acculturation, measured by an informal questionnaire probing social and psychological distance from speakers of English. The subject Xavier showed the least progress in English negation, but also showed the least social distance. Stauble's questionnaire revealed that his psychological distance, however, was greater than that of the others, which is consistent with the Acculturation Hypothesis. Paz, the most advanced speaker, had the greatest social distance, but, along with Maria, the other subject, had relatively low psychological distance. Stauble's interpretation of these findings is that psychological distance may be a more important determinant of acculturation, and hence language acquisition, than social distance.

Stauble's data can also be analyzed in terms of our theoretical framework. Since all three subjects had been in the United States for many years, all three had had considerable comprehensible input (recall our earlier generalization that LOR, when over a long period of time, does not predict SLA, a hypothesis consistent with Walberg et al.'s diminishing returns hypothesis), enough to allow a "zero filter" acquirer to reach native-speaker levels. We can then simply hypothesize that it was Paz's lower filter, reflected by the lower psychological score, that allowed this acquirer to make more progress.

Finally, it can be claimed that the comprehensible input plus filter position is more general. The acculturation hypothesis predicts second language acquisition only in immigration and extended sojourn situations. (Indeed, it is unfair to ask it to account for other situations, since Schumann has made it very clear in his writings that the acculturation hypothesis is designed to account for second language acquisition only in this situation.) The theory of SLA presented in this chapter can not only account for extended sojourn and immigrant SLA but also predicts...
success in the classroom, as detailed in Chapters III, IV, and V, and is claimed to be applicable to all language acquisition.

The Acculturation Hypothesis has considerable merit. It may be the case that acculturation is the most effective way of lowering the affective filter and getting input for immigrants and long-term visitors. Figure 2.3 attempts to capture the parallel between second language acquisition and the effect of acculturation. "Free" second language acquisition and the continuum are similar in that acculturation may be the "motivating force" behind both. Creole speakers gradually acquire closer versions of the standard as they are acculturated into the target culture. This acculturation brings them into contact with speakers of the standard, and makes them more "open" to the input (lowers the filter). Also, acculturation may "motivate" second language acquisition. As the individual acquirer acculturates into a culture, he obtains more input via more interaction, and is more "open" to it. The difference

Fig. 2.3. Acculturation, pidginization-decreolization, and second language acquisition.

Second language acquisition and the pidginization - decreolization continuum are similar in that both progress via comprehensible input supplied in a low filter situation (area inside the box).

---

Notes

---

\[a\] Enculturation = "the process by which an individual assimilates to his own culture or to some segment of it", i.e. the case of European elite professionals who acquire English in their own countries, (For discussion, see Schumann (1978b), pp. 47-48).

is that acculturation is the necessary motivating force for movement along the decreolization continuum, while it is only one way to bring the filter down and obtain comprehensible input. Input can be obtained with acculturation, and there are many techniques for bringing down the filter that have nothing to do with acculturation.
The acquisition-learning distinction is not new with me. Several other scholars have found it useful to posit similar kinds of differences. Bialystock and Frohlich (1972) distinguish "implicit" and "explicit" learning, and Lawler and Selinker (1971) discuss mechanisms that guide "automatic" performance and mechanisms that guide "puzzle and problem solving performance" (p. 35). Also, Corder (1967) and Widdowson (1977) suggest similar ideas.

Those of us who have studied languages with a great deal of inflectional morphology in school, using methods that focus on grammatical accuracy, often have first-hand experience with this phenomenon. Consider what happens just before a grammar test in a language such as German; students carefully review the inflectional system (der-das-die; den-das-die; plus the list of prepositions that take different cases) on the way to the exam. As soon as they sit down in class to take the test, they immediately scribble what they can remember of the inflectional system on the side of the page, so that when they need the correct marker, they can find it and use it. At the end of the exam, before handing in the paper, they erase their notes. The morphology on the side of the page is, most likely, late-acquired, and unavailable in rapid conversation for most people. The notes on the side, then, act like a conscious Monitor, raising the accuracy of the output in situations where the student has time, is focused on form, and can access the rule; grammar tests fill these conditions nicely. Students thus do much better in terms of grammatical accuracy on such tests than they would in free conversation, the late-acquired, or not-yet-acquired, items that are learnable rising in rank.

An interesting parallel hypothesis is that we will see greater numbers of transitional forms in Monitor-free conditions. The literature is consistent with this hypothesis, since the transitional forms noted for adult acquirers have all been found in subjects who appear to be non-users, or under-users of the conscious Monitor, for example, Schumann's Alberto (Schumann, 1978); Nelson's McGill university janitors (Nelson, 1980), and Hanania and Gradman's Fatmah (Hanania and Gradman, 1977). This is predictable, since transitional forms are hypothesized to reflect the operation of the acquired system.

To be more precise, speaking skills that depend on acquired competence emerge over time as a result of comprehensible input. There appear to be, however, at least two ways of beating the system, at least over the short run. We can produce using memorized language, or routines and patterns (Krashen and Scarcella, 1978), and we can also produce by using the first language surface structure plus conscious grammar (L1 plus Monitor Mode). As we shall see later, both of these methods of performing without acquired competence have drawbacks and limitations.

Interlanguage talk, the speech of second language acquirers to each other, may or may not be useful for acquisition. This is an important question that, to my knowledge, has not been directly dealt with in the professional literature. Arguments in favor of its utility for language acquisition are these: it satisfies the input hypothesis in that it is meant
for communication and might contain input at some acquirers' $i + 1$. On the other hand, there is the question of whether the ungrammaticality of much interlanguage talk outweighs these factors. Also, much interlanguage talk input might be too simple and may not contain $i + 1$ for the more advanced acquirer. See Krashen (1980, 1981) for a discussion of some of the empirical evidence that might shed light on this issue.

6
In a recent study, M. Long (1980) reported that foreigner talk discourse did not contain significantly more verbs marked for present tense than native speaker-native speaker discourse. It is thus not more in the "now" of the "here and now", to paraphrase Long.

7
A look at some of the memorized sentences and phrases children pick up during the silent period confirms their utility in a variety of social situations. Quite often, however, the children do not always acquire the knowledge of exactly when and how to use them. A particularly vivid example is the child, who had been in the United States approximately two months, who greeted an acquaintance of mine with "I kick you ass."

8
Conscious Monitoring need not always result in the full repair of an L1 influenced error. If the repair job appears to be too complex for the Monitor to deal with, the performer may simply abort the entire sentence and try to express the idea in a simpler way. This may be the cause of the avoidance phenomena, first reported by Schachter (1974). In Schachter's study, it was shown that Chinese and Japanese speakers produced fewer relative clauses in English as a second language than did Farsi and Arabic speakers, but were more accurate. Schachter relates this result to L1-L2 differences: Chinese and Japanese relative clauses are constructed to the left of the head noun, while Farsi and Arabic, like English, have relative clauses to the right of the head noun.

One possible interpretation is that the Chinese and Japanese speakers in Schachter's study consciously knew the correct English relative clause rule but had not acquired it. Also, in their production of English, they utilized their L1 rule. Their Monitor was thus presented with the task of moving relative clauses around a head noun, a very complex operation. In many cases, subjects simply decided that it was not worth the effort! When they did produce relative clauses, however, they were accurate. These were the cases when they went to the trouble of applying a difficult rule.

Avoidance is thus predicted in cases where a rule has been consciously learned but not acquired, and when the L1 and L2 rules are quite different, where repair by the Monitor requires difficult mental gymnastics.

Avoidance is also predicted in cases where the performer consciously knows the rule imperfectly, not well enough to make the necessary chance but well enough to see a mismatch between the L1 rule he has used and the correct target language rule. Since he cannot repair but knows there is an error, he can exercise his option to avoid the structure. Kleinman's avoidance data (Kleinman, 1977) fits this description. His Arabic-speaking subjects showed evidence of avoiding the passive in English, and his Spanish- and Portuguese-speaking subjects avoided
infinitive complements and direct object pronouns in sentences with infinitive complements (e.g. "I told her to leave"). In both cases, according to Kleinman, contrastive analysis predicts difficulties. These subjects, unlike Schachter's, were not unusually accurate with these constructions when they produced them. In this case, it is possible that the subject's knowledge of the rule was not complete enough to effect a perfect repair, so avoidance was the result.

In both cases described above, conscious rules serve a filtering function, telling the performer where his L1 rule differs from the L2 rule. In one case, repair is possible but difficult, and in the other the conscious rule does not permit repair.

9

Based on Hyltenstam's data on the acquisition of negation by adult acquirers of Swedish (Hyltenstam, 1977), Hammarberg (1979) argues that acquirers may begin at different developmental stages depending on their first language. The normal course of development in the acquisition of negation in Swedish consists of the following transitional stages:

(1a) Acquirers place the negative marker before all other parts of the VP, before the auxiliary and the main verb.

(1b) Acquirers place the negative marker after the auxiliary but before the main verb.

(2) Post-verbal negation.

In subsequent stages, acquirers move closer to the Swedish rule of post-verbal negation in main clauses and pre-verbal negation in subordinate clauses.

According to Hammarberg, speakers of languages that have pre-verbal negation (Serbo-Croatian) typically start this developmental sequences at the beginning, at stage 1a. English speakers, however, appear to begin at 1b. We do not see English speakers, in Hyltenstam's data, who produce "neg + aux" structures. Since 1b "is an English-like solution" (p. 10), one can hypothesis that English speakers skipped the (1a) transitional stage.

There are several possibilities here. First, Hammarberg's suggestion may be true. If so, if acquirers can skip a transitional stage $t_j$, when their language has a rule identical to $t_j + 1$, this implies that $t_j$ was not essential--it did not have to serve as $i$. This does not rule out the possibility that $t_j$ would have been useful.

A second possibility is that $t_j$ was present, but escaped the observer's notice. Indeed, it may have been present as $t_j$ but never uttered. Adult performers who have consciously learned the target language rule, or who have even learned parts of it, may be able to use the conscious Monitor to detect transitional errors and either avoid them in performance or repair them (see discussion in footnote 7 on avoidance). They may, however, have more of a tendency to accept
such transitional forms when they coincide with an L1 rule, even if they are errors (Schachter et al., 1976). This could explain why transitional forms that are unlike L1 rules are less frequently seen in performance. It should be noted, however, that the Serbo-Croatian speakers in Hyltenstam's study did show clear signs of stage 1b, which does not correspond to any rule in Serbo-Croatian.

There are thus at least two possibilities—the English speakers did indeed skip a stage, which implies that the skipped stage may not have been crucial to further development, or the stage was "there" but undetected, due to its short duration and/or its having not been used in the performer's output. Consistent with Schumann's findings (Schumann, 1979), the transitional stage that coincides with the L1 rule was quite evident, both in the case of Serbo-Croatian speakers (stage 1a) and English speakers (stage 1b). As suggested in the text, this stage may have, in each case, been two stages in one, first the L1 rule, and then the "real" transitional stage, with only the latter helping real progress to continue.

Several scholars have pointed out that this view of transfer is too strong in that it predicts the occurrence of "transfer" errors that in fact do not occur. This problem can be resolved by positing several constraints on transfer, or conditions that must be met before a performer can substitute a first language rule for some $i+1$.

Zobl (1980a, b, c) notes that the L1 rule itself must be a productive one. This accounts for the fact that French speakers acquiring English as a second language do not make errors of the kind:

John comes he?

after the French:

Jean vient-il?

The French rule, according to Zobl, is no longer productive in French. Citing Terry (1970), Zobl notes that it is mainly limited to present tense contexts, an indication that the rule is becoming unproductive.

Kellerman (1978) provides another condition on transfer: the performer must perceive the transferred rule to be potentially non-language specific. Kellerman's original experiments in lexical transfer showed that foreign language students were less willing to transfer features of words they considered to be less "core". For example, a Dutch-speaking student of English would be more likely to presume that he could transfer the Dutch verb 'brechen' (break) in an English sentence:

He broke his leg.

than in:
The waves broke on the shore.

A similar constraint exists in syntax. Dutch students of English, Kellerman reports, were not willing to accept a literal translation into English of the Dutch equivalent of:

The book read well.

apparently because the intransitive use of read was perceived to be language-specific and infrequent (see also Jordans and Kellerman, 1978).

Another constraint comes from the work of Wode (1978), and accounts for the finding that L1 influenced errors do not seem to occur at all stages of the acquirer’s development. Wode states that for an interlinguistic error to occur, the L1 rule and the L2 rule it substitutes for must meet a “crucial similarity measure” (p. 116). In other words, if an L1 rule is to be utilized, it must be preceded by some i of the L2 that differs from it only in minimal ways. Wode’s example, from child second language acquisition of English by German speakers, illustrates this point nicely. Wode notes that errors such as:

John go not to school

occur in which German-like post-verbal negation is used. These errors are not found in beginning acquirers, but occur, according to Wode, only after the acquirer has reached the “aux-negation” stage and already produces sentences such as:

John can not go.

The acquirer then overgeneralizes the negative rule from post-auxiliary to post-verbal, and uses the first language rule.

There is another way in which use of the L1 may indirectly help second language acquisition. The existence of cognates will help to make input comprehensible, even if form and meaning are not identical across languages. This factor will increase the rate of acquisition but not alter the order.

The hypothesis that L1 rules cannot contribute to real progress implies that fossilized use of a L1 rule is the “end of the line” for acquisition. Does this mean that a single L1 error, a single prolonged substitution of some i + I halts all acquisition? It only implies this if we accept a strictly linear view of the natural order hypothesis, that there is only one stream of progress that acquirers follow in strict sequence. Clearly, this is not the case. If it were, acquirers would always show us just one transitional error at a time! Of course, individuals show us many error types at once. This indicates that several streams of development are taking place at the same time. These streams appear to be correlated; a performer at a given
stage in one stream will usually be at a predictable stage in another stream. Schumann (1980) provides good evidence for this, noting that his subjects who were at the no + v stage in negation produced few relative clauses or relative clauses without relative pronouns. For L1 acquisition, Shipley, Smith and Gleitman (1969) report that verb phrase related items are correlated fairly highly for order of acquisition, and noun phrase related items are correlated, but agreement across the groups is not high (see also Krashen, Madden and Bailey, 1975; and Andersen, 1978, for similar suggestions). Of course, it is quite possible that transitional forms or rules from one stream may help out those in any other by serving as i. If say ten parallel streams of development occur at any given time in an acquirer, it may be the case that a given stream will interact with some, but not all, of the others in this way.

13 "Integrative" motivation refers to the desire to "be like" speakers of the target language. In foreign language situations (e.g. studying French in Anglophone Canada), students with more integrative motivation are usually superior, especially over the long run (Gardner and Lambert, 1972). In situations where there is some urgency in second language acquisition and/or where there is less desire to "integrate", the presence of integrative motivation may not relate to second language achievement. Rather, "instrumental" motivation, the desire to use the language for practical means, may predict success better (Lukmani, 1972; Gardner and Lambert, 1972; Oller, Baca, and Vigil, 1977).

14 Stevick (1980) provides a poignant example, a story related to him by one of his students:

"Four years ago I was looking for any kind of job I could find. I happened to get one teaching ESL to a class of six women from various parts of the world who spoke no English. I had never heard of ESL before. The salary was poor and I didn't know if I wanted to pursue a teaching career, therefore my approach was very casual and low pressure. My method usually consisted of thinking up a topic to talk about, introducing it, and encouraging each student to express her feelings.

In spite of my casual approach, the teaching job was extremely pleasant. I had a deep empathy for anyone who was facing a language barrier because I had just returned from a trip around the world alone as a monolingual.

They all started speaking English fairly well after the first two weeks of class. I remember a woman from Columbia telling me that she hadn't spoken English before because she was afraid of making mistakes. After being in class for a while, she spoke English and made mistakes and didn't care. I didn't attach much significance to the progress that the women made. I had no idea how long it took people to learn a language.

Gradually I became quite career-oriented, and made a conscious decision to try to be a top-notch ESL teacher. I had guilt feelings about the casual way in which I had taught those first six women, and my teaching evolved into the traditional authoritarian style with the textbook dominant. Over the years, it has gotten to where I feel frustrated if a student takes class time to relate a personal anecdote.
I can look back on these four years and see a gradual decline in the performance of my students. Until recently, I have been assuming that I needed to be more attentive to their mistakes in order to speed their progress. My present style of teaching bypasses the students; feelings and basic needs, and concentrates on method. I never see successes like those first six ladies." (From Stevick, 1980, pp. 4-5).

15 "Intermediate" here means knowing enough English to be able to take at least a partial academic load, but not being able to "pass out" of the required university English as a second language requirement. The normal situation for the intermediate at the university is to be enrolled in at least one ESL class in addition to one or more subject matter course.

16 The research cited here deals exclusively with the effect of instruction on the acquisition of syntax and morphology. Until recently, little work had been done that examined the effect of instruction on the acquisition of pronunciation. Purcell and Suter (1980) report that acquisition of pronunciation of English as a second language was predicted by the following factors: (1) The acquirer's first language (speakers of Arabic and Farsi were superior to speakers of Japanese and Thai); (2) The amount of interaction with English speakers; (3) Performance on a test of phonetic ability; and (4) The degree of concern the speaker had about his accent. Factor (2) appears to be related to comprehensible input, while (3) and (4) may be related to learning. (1) reflects the consequences of falling back on the first language. The amount of formal classroom training in ESL, however, did not relate to pronunciation ability, even when courses were specifically aimed at teaching pronunciation.

17 Some studies seem to show that age of arrival (AOA) predicts second language attainment for children--that is, that the child who arrives at age six, for example, will attain higher levels of proficiency than the child who arrives at age ten. While AOA does predict ultimate attainment for children as a group compared to adults as a group, closer examination reveals that AOA per se is not a factor for children considered alone. In cases where AOA seems to be a factor, it can be argued that LOR, and ultimately CI, is really causative. Cummins (1980) has performed such a reanalysis of Ramsey and Wright's data on 1,200 immigrant children in Canada (Ramsey and Wright, 1974), and reaches this conclusion, noting that when AOA is controlled in Ramsey and Wright's data, children with longer LOR's perform better in a variety of tasks. Cummins also found that when LOR is controlled, however, children with younger AOA's are not necessarily better--in many cases, the opposite is true. Minoura (1979) can also be reinterpreted. She studied 44 Japanese children who had been in the United States for a range of one to eight years. While LOR predicted attainment (r = .79), so did AOA (r = -.75)(a sentence imitation test was used). All the children in the sample had arrived in the United States at about the same time, however, so LOR and AOA were highly correlated (r = -.95). It thus may be argued that LOR and thus comprehensible input, was the true causative factor. (According to my calculations, the correlation between AOA and SLA reduces to r = .005 when the effect of LOR is removed!) The Heidelberg project, discussed in the text, also reports a relationship between AOA and SLA, this time among adults taken as a group. This also seems to be a confound, since older subjects seemed to spend less time speaking German (r = -.32
between AOA and reported leisure time use of German). Partial correlation partialling out the effects of interaction with German speakers reduces the reported correlation of -0.57 between AOA and SLA to $r = -0.49$. This could (and should) go even lower with a more reliable measure of the amount of comprehensible input subjects actually got.

18 Pidginization "occurs when speakers of different languages come into limited contact and an auxiliary vehicle of communication develops to facilitate interaction among them." (Schumann, 1978b, p. 40). Secondary hybridization is a form of pidginization that occurs if a "standard form" of a target language is available. It persists only if speakers remain at social and psychological distance from speakers of the norm. (From Whinnom, 1971, cited by Schumann, 1978b).

Decreolization occurs when speakers of a creole (a pidgen that has become a native language of a group) "gain varying degrees of contact with the group that speaks the base language of the creole" (Schumann, p. 41). It is the process of moving toward the "standard form" of the language. Creolists refer to several stages of decreolization, ranging from the creole itself, to the basolect, which is close to the creole, the mesolect, the acrolect, and finally, the standard form.

19 Psychological distance is determined by factors such as motivation, language and culture shock, and other affective variables. Social distance results from social factors, such as the relative dominance of the social group of the acquirer and speakers of the target language, the cohesiveness of the groups, similarity in culture, etc. In Schumann's view factors causing psychological and social distance "put the learner in a situation where he is largely cut off from target language input and/or does not attend to it when it is available" (Schumann, 1977, pp. 266-267).

20 Also of interest is the fact that Alberto's grammatical morpheme difficulty order (one cross-section) correlates significantly with the "natural order" proposed earlier ($r = 0.73, p < 0.05$; analysis in Krashen, 1977). The data was collected from his spontaneous speech.

21 This is not the only interpretation of this result, as Earl Stevick has pointed out to me. Something else may have caused Paz' superior second language acquisition, and the low psychological distance score may be a result of this and not a cause.

22 Or the "remote cause". See discussion in Schumann (1978b), p. 48.

Chapter III

Providing Input for Acquisition

In this chapter, we take the difficult step from theory to practice. Before we do this, let me remind the reader of the main point of Chapter I: I consider theory to be only one of several
possible determinants of method and materials. These implications need to be confirmed by further research (even though several implications do have empirical confirmation) and by the experiences of teachers and students. The "ideal" state is a relationship whereby theoretical and applied researchers and practitioners learn (and acquire) from each other.

We will cover one aspect of application in this chapter: how we can encourage subconscious acquisition. This is an important question, since the major implication of second language acquisition theory is that acquisition is central. It therefore follows that our major pedagogical efforts need to be devoted to encouraging language acquisition.

This portion begins with a brief discussion of some of the implications of the input hypothesis with respect to the role and potential of the second language classroom, as well as its limitations, as compared with the informal environment. Following this, we discuss the contribution that actual output can make. As explained in Chapter II, it is hypothesized that we acquire via input, what we read and hear, and not via output, actual talking and writing. Output does have an indirect role to play in encouraging acquisition, however.

The major portion of this chapter is concerned with characterizing what "good input" is, listing the features that input should have if it is to encourage acquisition. In subsequent chapters, we will discuss how conscious language learning fits into the pedagogical schema, and in the final chapter we will examine some common language teaching methods and some aspects of the informal environment, to see to what extent they provide the input discussed in this section and the type of learning discussed in Chapter IV.

The goal of this exercise is to provide a framework that helps us see what materials and methods actually do for the second language student. This will hopefully help uncover gaps and provide us with ways to supplement and improve existing materials and techniques.

A. The Potential of the Second Language Classroom

We often hear that you have to "live in the country" in order to achieve any real proficiency in a second language, and that the informal real world environment is always superior to the classroom, or formal environment. As we saw in Chapter II, there are several studies that appear to support this assertion. Other studies, however, suggested that the classroom does help after all. I attempted to resolve this apparent conflict by hypothesizing that what was really at issue was comprehensible input. The classroom is of benefit when it is the major source of comprehensible input. When acquirers have rich sources of input outside the class, and when they are proficient enough to take advantage of it (i.e. understand at least some of it), the classroom does not make an important contribution.

Thus, the real advantage of the informal environment is that it supplies comprehensible input. If, however, we fill our second language classrooms with input that is optimal for acquisition, it is quite possible that we can actually do better than the informal environment, at least up to the intermediate level. As we mentioned in Chapter II, the informal environment is not always willing to supply comprehensible input to the older second language student. As
Hatch and her colleagues have pointed out, input to the adult is more complicated grammatically, contains a wider range of vocabulary, deals with more complex topics, and is generally harder to understand. This is simply a reflection of the fact that the adult world is more complex than the world of the child, and our expectations for adult comprehension are much higher.

In the case of the adult beginner, the classroom can do much better than the informal environment. In the second language classroom, we have the potential of supplying a full 40-50 minutes per day of comprehensible input, input that will encourage language acquisition. The true beginner in the informal environment, especially if he or she is not adept at skills of conversational management and negotiation of meaning (see discussion later in this chapter; also Scarcella and Higa, forthcoming), may require days or even weeks before he or she can "pick out" that much comprehensible input from the barrage of language heard. The beginning student will simply not understand most of the language around him. It will be noise, unusable for acquisition.

The value of second language classes, then, lies not only in the grammar instruction, but in the simpler "teacher talk", the comprehensible input. It can be an efficient place to achieve at least the intermediate levels rapidly, as long as the focus of the class is on providing input for acquisition.

B. Limitations of the Classroom

Despite my enthusiasm for the second language classroom, there are several ways in which the outside world clearly excels (or some "modification" of the outside world, a fascinating alternative that we shall discuss later), especially for the intermediate level second language student. First, it is very clear that the outside world can supply more input. Living in the country where the language is spoken can result in an all-day second language lesson! As we mentioned earlier, however, for the informal environment to be of any use, the input language has to be comprehensible. The informal environment will therefore be of more and more use as the acquirer progresses and can understand more and more.

Second, as many scholars have pointed out, the range of discourse that the student can be exposed to in a second language classroom is quite limited, no matter how "natural" we make it. There is simply no way the classroom can match the variety of the outside world, although we can certainly expand beyond our current limitations.

The classroom will probably never be able to completely overcome its limitations, nor does it have to. Its goal is not to substitute for the outside world, but to bring students to the point where they can begin to use the outside world for further acquisition, to where they can begin to understand the language used on the outside., it does this in two ways: by supplying input so that students progress in language acquisition, so that they understand "real" language to at least some
extent, and by making the student conversationally competent, that is, by giving the student tools to manage conversations despite a less than perfect competence in the second language. We return to both of these important points in the discussion that follows.

C. The Role of Output

A second point that needs to be dealt with before describing the characteristics of optimal input for acquisition is the role of output, most commonly, the role of speech, in language acquisition.*

The Input Hypothesis makes a claim that may seem quite remarkable to some people--we acquire spoken fluency not by practicing talking but by understanding input, by listening and reading. It is, in fact, theoretically possible to acquire language without ever talking. This has been demonstrated for first language acquisition by Lenneberg (1962), who described the case of a boy with congenital dysarthria, a disorder of the peripheral speech organs, who was never able to speak. When Lenneberg tested the boy, he found that the child was able to understand spoken English perfectly. In other words, he had acquired "competence" without ever producing. The child was tested at age eight, and there is no way to tell directly whether his lack of output had slowed down his language acquisition. It is quite possible that if he had been able to speak, he would have acquired language somewhat faster, due to the indirect contribution speaking can make to acquisition.

Output has a contribution to make to language acquisition, but it is not a direct one: Simply, the more you talk, the more people will talk to you! Actual speaking on the part of the language acquirer will thus affect the quantity of input people direct at you.

It will also affect the quality of the input directed at the acquirer. Conversational partners often try to help you understand by modifying their speech ("foreigner talk"). They judge how much to modify by seeing whether you understand what is said, and also by listening to you talk. A second language speaker who makes lots of mistakes, has a poor accent, and is hesitant, will most likely receive, in general, more modified input than a speaker who appears competent and fluent.

Engaging in conversation is probably much more effective than "eavesdropping" for language acquisition. In conversation, the second language acquirer has some degree of control of the topic, can signal to the partner that there is a comprehension problem, etc. In other words, he can manage and regulate the input, and make it more comprehensible. There is no such control in eavesdropping! But in order to participate in conversation, there must be at least some talk, some output, from each partner. Hence, the indirect contribution of speech.

* Superscript numbers refer to Notes at end of chapters.
1. "CONVERSATION" AND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

Some scholars have suggested that "participation in conversation" is responsible for language acquisition. In the light of the above discussion, we can see that this is true, in a sense. "Conversation", however, is not in itself the causative variable in second language acquisition. It is one way, and a very good way, to obtain input. It is theoretically quite possible to acquire without participating in conversation, however.²

Figure 3.1 illustrates the indirect, but often considerable, contribution output can make to language acquisition.

Fig. 3.1. How output contributes to language acquisition indirectly.

Comprehensible input is responsible for progress in language acquisition. Output is possible as a result of acquired competence. When performers speak, they encourage input (people speak to them). This is conversation.

2. OUTPUT AND LEARNING

As suggested in Chapter II, output can play a fairly direct role in helping language learning, although even here it is not necessary. Output aids learning because it provides a domain for error correction. When a second language user speaks or writes, he or she may make an error. When this error is corrected, this supposedly helps the learner change his or her conscious mental representation of the rule or alter the environment of rule application. (See discussion of Hypothesis (1), Chapter II.)

We may thus compare an "output approach" to the input approach promoted here. Could we teach language primarily by encouraging production, with little or no input, and correcting all errors? Such a technique, in addition to being maddening, relies entirely on the students' ability to learn grammar.

This is not to say that error correction is totally useless and that learning is of no value. Learning has a role to play, and error correction may be of use in certain situations. We will return later to the question of "putting learning in its place".

By now the reader has seen enough promises of "more on this topic later", and it is time to turn to the major portion of this chapter, a description of the characteristics of optimal input for
second language acquisition, where hopefully the promises this introduction has made will be kept.

D. Characteristics of Optimal input for Acquisition

I will attempt in this section to present a set of requirements that should be met by any activity or set of materials aimed at subconscious language acquisition. The (testable) prediction that this set of characteristics makes is that an activity that fits the characteristics fully will encourage acquisition at the fastest possible rate. An activity that fits none of them could result in zero acquisition, or very little acquisition. (The latter, "very little", is more likely. The "language acquisition device" may be so powerful, even in the adult, that some minimal acquisition may occur as a result of any exposure to language.)

The characteristics described below are not "weighted". There is no attempt to claim that one is more important than another, although such claims should possibly be made. I will leave this to future refinements. Also, there is no attempt here to "support" these conclusions by empirical evidence. They derive from second language acquisition theory, the hypotheses presented in Chapter II. It is these hypotheses that are supported by empirical evidence. In other words, we are looking here only at implications of theory. This does not mean that the characteristics cannot be treated as predictions and further tested; indeed, they should be confirmed by both applied linguistics research as well as teacher and student intuition, as I discussed in Chapter 1.

We discuss each characteristic separately, showing what predictions each characteristic makes with respect to different aspects of method, materials, and informal input. Following these descriptions, I will attempt to point out some new possibilities, and underscore the importance of some neglected traditional sources of input (Chapter V).

1. OPTIMAL INPUT IS COMPREHENSIBLE

This is clearly the most important input characteristic. It amounts to the claim that when the acquirer does not understand the message, there will be no acquisition. In other words, incomprehensible input, or "noise", will not help.

Positing comprehensibility as a fundamental and necessary (but not sufficient) requirement makes several predictions that appear to be correct. It explains why it is practically impossible for someone to acquire a second or foreign language merely by listening to the radio, unless the acquirer speaks a very closely related language. A monolingual English speaker, for example, hearing Polish on the radio, would acquire nothing because the input would be only "noise".\(^3\)

This requirement also explains the apparent failure of educational TV programs to teach foreign languages. The input is simply not comprehensible. My own children watched programs...
such as Ville Allegre faithfully for years, and acquired about as much as I did: They could count from one to ten in Spanish and recognize a few words such as casa and mesa. The comprehensibility requirement predicts that TV would, in general, be somewhat more successful than radio as a language teacher, but that even TV would be inadequate in beginning stages. Ervin-Tripp (1973) has noted that hearing children of deaf parents do not acquire language from TV or radio, an observation consistent with the requirement.\(^2\)

This characteristic also explains why children sometimes fail to pick up family languages. My own case is, I think, quite typical. My parents spoke Yiddish around the house for years, occasionally to each other (to tell secrets), and constantly to my grandparents. Nevertheless, my sister and I failed to acquire Yiddish, with the exception of a few phrases and routines. On the other hand, in many families children do grow up speaking the family language as well as the language of the community. What appears to be crucial is whether the family language is directed at the child, in other words, whether an attempt is made to make the language comprehensible. What we heard via eavesdropping was not comprehensible. It dealt with topics that were not easily identified and that were also often beyond our range of experience. Language directed at us in Yiddish would have been simplified, and more relevant to us, and hence more comprehensible.

Another prediction that the comprehensibility requirement makes is that "just talking", or "free conversation", is not language teaching. In other words, simply being a native speaker of a language does not in of itself qualify one as a teacher of that language. Conscious and extensive knowledge of grammar does not make one a language teacher either. Rather, the defining characteristic of a good teacher is someone who can make input comprehensible to a non-native speaker, regardless of his or her level of competence in the target language. This leads naturally to another topic, how teachers make input comprehensible.

(a) How to aid comprehension

If we are correct in positing comprehensibility as a crucial requirement for optimal input for acquisition, the question of how to aid comprehension is a very central one for second language pedagogy. Indeed, the comprehension requirement suggests that the main function of the second language teacher is to help make input comprehensible, to do for the adult what the "outside world" cannot or will not do.

There are basically two ways in which the teacher can aid comprehension, linguistic and non-linguistic. Studies have shown that there are many things speakers do linguistically to make their speech more comprehensible to less competent speakers. Hatch (1979) has summarized the linguistic aspect of simplified input which appear to promote comprehension. Among these characteristics are:

(1)
slower rate and clearer articulation, which helps acquirers to identify word boundaries more easily, and allows more processing time;

(2) more use of high frequency vocabulary, less slang, fewer idioms;

(3) syntactic simplification, shorter sentences.

Such characteristics and others appear to be more or less common to different types of simple codes, such as caretaker speech, foreigner-talk, and teacher-talk (see also Krashen, 1980), and clearly help make input language more comprehensible. There is considerable empirical evidence that these codes are significantly "simpler" than native speaker-native speaker language, and, as mentioned in Chapter II, there is evidence of some correlation between the linguistic level of the acquirer and the complexity of the input language: more advanced acquirers tend to get more complex input.

Does this mean that teachers should consciously try to simplify their speech when they talk to students? Should they think about slowing down, using more common vocabulary, using shorter sentences, less complex syntax with less embedding, etc.? Consciously referring to these "rules" might be helpful on occasion, but it appears to be the case that we make these adjustments automatically when we focus on trying to make ourselves understood. Roger Brown, commenting on studies of caretaker speech in first language acquisition, comes to a similar conclusion. He gives the following advice to parents wanting to know how to "teach" their children language in the least amount of time:

Believe that your child can understand more than he or she can say, and seek, above all, to communicate.... There is no set of rules of how to talk to a child that can even approach what you unconsciously know. If you concentrate on communicating, everything else will follow. (Brown, 1977, p. 26.)

As I have argued in several places (Krashen, 1980, 1981), the same situation may hold for the language teacher. If we focus on comprehension and communication, we will meet the syntactic requirements for optimal input.

While we free teachers of the responsibility to consciously control the grammar of their speech, other responsibilities become more important. One is to make sure that the input is indeed comprehensible. I have nothing startling to add to the literature on comprehension checking, other than to underscore and emphasize its importance. Comprehension checking can range from simply asking "Do you understand?" occasionally, to monitoring comprehension via students' verbal and non-verbal responses.

Another main task of the teacher is to provide non-linguistic means of encouraging comprehension. In my view, providing extra-linguistic support in the form of realia and pictures for beginning classes is not a frill, but a very important part of the tools the teacher has to encourage language acquisition. The use of objects and pictures in early second language instruction corresponds to the caretaker's use of the "here and now" in encouraging first language
acquisition, in that they all help the acquirer understand messages containing structures that are "a little beyond" them.

Good teachers also take advantage of the student's knowledge of the world in helping comprehension by discussing topics that are familiar to the student. Certainly, discussing or reading about a topic that is totally unknown will make the message harder to understand. There is a danger, however, in making the input too "familiar". If the message is completely known, it will be of no interest, and the student will probably not attend. We want the student to focus on the message, and there must be some message, something that the student really wants to hear or read about. This requirement is perhaps the hardest one to meet, and we shall have more to say about it below, in our discussion of characteristic II.\(^5\)

As pointed out just a moment ago, comprehension is a necessary condition for language acquisition, but it is not sufficient. It is quite possible to understand input language, and yet not acquire. This can happen in several different ways: First, it is quite possible that the input simply does not contain \(i + 1\), that it does not include structures that are "a bit beyond" the student. Second, in many cases we do not utilize syntax in understanding--we can often get the message with a combination of vocabulary, or lexical information, plus extra-linguistic information. Finally, the "affective filter" may be "up", which can result in the acquirer understanding input, even input with \(i + 1\), but not utilizing it for further acquisition.

2. OPTIMAL INPUT IS INTERESTING AND/OR RELEVANT

Optimal input focusses the acquirer on the message and not on form. To go a step further, the best input is so interesting and relevant that the acquirer may even "forget" that the message is encoded in a foreign language.

Creating materials and providing input that meet this characteristic may appear to be an easy and obvious task, but my view is that, in reality, this requirement is not easy to meet, nor has the profession considered it obvious. It is very difficult to present and discuss topics of interest to a class of people whose goals, interests, and backgrounds differ from the teacher's and from each other's. I also claim that relevance and interest have not been widely perceived as requirements for input, since so many materials fail to meet this requirement.

It is fairly easy to think up examples of input that, while comprehensible, are universally perceived to be uninteresting and irrelevant. Among the most obvious examples are pattern drill, and most dialogue type exercises. Experimental evidence suggests that students pay little or no attention to meaning after the first few repetitions in pattern drill (Lee, McCune, and Patton, 1970), and the same result is most likely true for dialogues that are memorized by rote. Grammatical exercises also fail as input for acquisition on similar grounds. Granted, the goals of these exercises are not "acquisition", and we will have occasion to examine whether these input-types fill other needs in the second language program. Nevertheless, they fail this requirement dismally.
Somewhat less obvious is the failure of "meaningful drill" to qualify as optimal input for acquisition. "Meaningful drill" is distinguished from "mechanical drill", in that the former requires that real meaning be involved (Paulston, 1972). Since meaningful drill is designed to provide practice on particular grammatical structures, however, it is very difficult to also build in the exchange of truly relevant or interesting information, as in:

What time does he get up in the morning?
What time do they get up in the morning?

At best, such information is of only mild interest to members of a language class. I believe that it is an impossible task for teachers to embed truly interesting or relevant information into the form of a meaningful drill on a daily basis.

Some other fairly widespread input types that fall short of the mark of true relevance are the reading assignments that most foreign language students work through in introductory courses. Generally, these selections bear very little resemblance to the kind of reading the students would do in their first language on their own time.

Before the reader feels I am being overly critical and unfair, I must say that it seems to me that the interest-relevance requirement is nearly impossible to satisfy in the standard American foreign language course given in the high school or college, especially when such a course is taken as a requirement. It is far easier to satisfy in ESL situations, where there is a perceived need for the language. For example, in classes composed primarily of immigrants, input will typically contain a great deal of information that is useful to the student for survival "on the outside". University ESL courses for foreign students often include study skills, English for academic purposes, introduction to university life, and even useful academic skills.\(^5\) ESL teachers often serve officially or unofficially as friends and counselors, and therefore provide a great deal of truly relevant input.\(^5,8\)

### 3. OPTIMAL INPUT IS NOT GRAMMATICALLY SEQUENCED

In acquisition-oriented materials, we should not be consciously concerned about including \(i+1\) in the input. Part (3) of the Input Hypothesis claims that when input is comprehensible, when meaning is successfully negotiated, \(i+1\) will be present automatically, in most cases.\(^9\)

This requirement could be stated in a weaker form. (3) could be rephrased as follows: there is no need to deliberately include \(i+1\), since it will occur naturally. The strong form may be called for instead: it may be better not to even attempt to include \(i+1\). The arguments against a deliberate attempt to grammatically sequence were given briefly in Chapter II, and will be expanded on here.

1. If we sequence, and each lesson, or group of lessons, focuses on one structure, this assumes that everyone in the class has the same \(i+1\), that everyone is at the same developmental stage in the second language. Because there are individual differences in the rate of acquisition
(due to the strength of the affective filter and the amount of comprehensible input obtained), it is extremely unlikely that all the students in any class are at the same stage. Unsequenced but natural input, it is hypothesized, will contain a rich variety of structure--if it is comprehensible, there will be $i + 1$ for everyone as long as there is enough input (we return to the quantity question below).

2. When we attempt to present a "finely-tuned" sequence, we generally present each structure or rule once. (There is the "review" lesson and there are attempts at recycling, but review does not usually work through the entire sequence of activities--its goal is generally to "remind" and provide some additional practice for a rule that is supposedly already "internalized".) What happens to the student who misses the rule the first time around? Traditional review, meant as a reminder, will often not help. In traditional foreign language learning, as done in the United States, the student may even have to wait until next year, when the rule is presented again. Unsequenced communicative input contains built-in review. We don't have to worry if we miss the progressive tense today, it will be part of the input again... and again. Comprehensible input thus guarantees us natural review and recycling, assuming, as mentioned above, that there is enough of it.

Some readers may feel that I am setting up and attacking a straw man. It can be argued that some grammatically-based courses, despite a lockstep structural orientation, do provide input at $i + 1$ as well. While there may be a "structure of the day", not every utterance contains the target structure. For example, if the lesson's focus is the progressive tense marker, other tenses will be used as well in both classroom input and in the readings.

This may appear to be the case, but there is, nevertheless, a real problem with this approach. With a grammatical focus, communication will always suffer, there will always be less genuinely interesting input. The teacher's mind, and the materials writer's mind, is focused on "contextualizing" a particular structure, and not on communicating ideas.

As my colleague Steven Sternfeld has pointed out to me, what is proposed here is fundamentally different from "contextualization". Contextualization involves inventing a realistic context for the presentation of a grammatical rule or vocabulary item. The goal in the mind of the teacher is the learning or acquisition of the rule or word. What is proposed here is that the goal, in the mind of both the teacher and the student, is the idea, the message.

This objection can be summarized as follows:

3. The very orientation of the grammatically-based syllabus reduces the quality of comprehensible input and distorts the communicative focus. Teachers will be concerned with how they are speaking, reading selections will be aimed at including x number of examples of structure y along with a certain vocabulary sample, a sure guarantee of boring and wooden language.

4. Still another problem is that the grammatical sequence attempts to guess the order of acquisition. Several years ago, I suggested (Krashen et al., 1975) that an application of the
Natural Order Hypothesis was the construction of "natural syllabi" following the natural order. My position has changed. As Fathman (1979) has pointed out, the practical implication of the Natural Order Hypothesis may lie in what it has taught us about the underlying process of language acquisition. It seems to me now that we should not attempt to teach according to an order similar to that given in Table 2, Chapter II (or according to any other grammatical sequence).

Comprehensible input, it is claimed, will automatically follow a natural order insofar as \( i + 1 \) will be provided (along with many other structures).

We now summarize the advantages of natural input (the well-balanced diet of wholesome food) over the lockstep grammatical syllabus (single or even multiple vitamin therapy).\(^\text{11}\)

**(a) The case against the grammatical syllabus**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grammatical syllabus (deliberate attempt to supply ( i + 1 ))</th>
<th>Communicative input ((i + 1 \text{ naturally, given enough input}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. All students may not be at the same stage. The structure of the day may not be the ( i + 1 ) for many of the students.</td>
<td>1. ( i + 1 ) will be provided for all students eventually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Each structure presented only once. (See text for discussion of &quot;review&quot;).</td>
<td>2. Natural and extensive review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Grammatical focus may prevent real and natural communication.</td>
<td>3. Conscious focus of both student and teacher is communication of ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Assumes we know order of acquisition.</td>
<td>4. Does not assume we know order of acquisition.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
4. OPTIMAL INPUT MUST BE IN SUFFICIENT QUANTITY

It is difficult to say just how much comprehensible/low filter input is necessary to achieve a given level of proficiency in second language acquisition, due to a lack of data. We know enough now, however, to be able to state with some confidence that the profession has seriously underestimated the amount of comprehensible input necessary to achieve even moderate, or "intermediate" levels of proficiency in second language acquisition.

Theoretical arguments for quantity derive from the immediately preceding discussion. I hypothesized that natural communicative input could supply $i + 1$ for all students if two conditions were met;

1. The input was not artificially constrained (limited range of discourse types)
2. It was supplied in sufficient quantity.

Clearly, five minutes of talk, or a single paragraph of reading, has little chance of including a given student's $i + 1$. Rather than take a more careful aim at that student's needs, rather than "overindividualizing" instruction, it is far easier, I am suggesting, to increase the amount of comprehensible input. Again, if there is enough, $i + 1$ will be provided, and will be provided over and over.

As mentioned above, we do not have enough data to state, with confidence, how much input is necessary to reach a given stage. The literature does provide us with enough to state some initial hypothesis, however. Below, we briefly examine what the literature implies about reaching the initial "readiness to speak" stage, and more advanced levels.

(a) Quantity requirements for initial readiness to speak

How much input is needed to end the "silent period"? How much input is necessary so that second language acquirers can produce utterances using acquired competence?

Asher's work on Total Physical Response teaching, a method that requires students to obey commands given in the second language, often with a "total physical response" (e.g. standing up), gives us some idea as to how much input is necessary for initial speaking readiness.

As we will see in Chapter V, the chief virtue of Total Physical Response may be its ability to supply concentrated comprehensible input. Asher has noted in several papers (reviewed in Chapter V) that TPR students are generally ready to start production in the target language after about ten hours of Total Physical Response input.\textsuperscript{12}

Informal language acquisition research presents what at first may seem to be a different picture. The "silent period" seen in informal child second language acquisition may last as long
as six months! During this time, the child may produce very little in the second language, other than routines and a few patterns. The greater length of the "natural" silent period, as compared to Asher's observation that ten hours may suffice may be due to the fact that a great deal of the input that the child in the natural environment receives may be incomprehensible. As stated earlier in this chapter, the main advantage of "formal instruction" may be its potential for providing comprehensible input in early stages, bringing the acquirer to the point where he or she can begin to take advantage of the natural environment. The long silent period in informal child second language acquisition may be further evidence that the informal environment is inefficient in early stages.

(b) Quantity requirements for higher levels of proficiency

We know even less about the amount of low filter/comprehensible input necessary for progress to higher levels of competence. We can get some idea from the United States Foreign Service Institute chart, an estimate of the amount of class time necessary to achieve a FSI 2+ rating in different foreign languages (2+ is defined as "halfway between minimal professional proficiency and working professional proficiency", Diller, 1978, p. 100) for adult English speakers. According to the Foreign Service Institute estimates (reproduced in Diller, 1978), European languages such as German, French, and Italian require approximately 720 hours of classtime for the "average" student to attain the 2+ level, while more "exotic" languages (such as Arabic, Korean, and Chinese) require 1950 hours of classtime.

These figures may, however, represent an upper bound. They are based on "classroom hours", which, if traditional methods are employed, may not entail optimal input. In other words, we can do better.

"How much input?" remains an empirical question, one that can probably be adequately answered by research. To be more precise, we would like to know: "How much low filter/comprehensible input is necessary for students to acquire enough competence in the second language, so that they can use the informal environment to continue improving?" Despite our current paucity of data, what seems clear to me now is that we are not using enough of the available instruction time for supplying comprehensible input, and that we will be able to stimulate more rapid (and more comfortable) second language acquisition if we put greater focus on input.

Before concluding this section, I should point out that what I am suggesting is not at all new: along with Newmark (1971), I am suggesting that the "extensive" side of the extensive-intensive reading debate is correct, that students profit more from reading for meaning, and reading great quantities of material, than from what Newmark calls "cryptoanalytic decoding" of difficult paragraphs, and that students gain more from participating in conversations, many conversations, than from focused listening comprehension exercises.

We turn now to two other features programs should contain if they are to encourage language acquisition.
E. Other Features that Encourage Acquisition

1. THE STUDENT SHOULD NOT BE PUT ON THE DEFENSIVE

The phrase "on the defensive" comes from Stevick's well known book, *Memory, Meaning, and Method*. What it means to me is that methods and materials should not be a test of the student's abilities or prior experiences, should not merely reveal weaknesses, but should help the student acquire more.

More generally, we are talking about keeping the affective filter "low", making sure the student is open to the input. It may be the case that if we use procedures that are "true" to the input hypothesis, and that satisfy all the other characteristics of optimal input, the kind of input that results, and the classroom procedures that evolve, will satisfy this requirement as well and help keep the filter low. I will attempt, in this section, to outline a few general procedures and practices that do this.

First, and I apologize for harping on this issue so much, if we concentrate on supplying comprehensible input where the focus is on the message and not on the form, this will in of itself contribute to a low filter. If the topic being discussed is at all interesting, and if it is comprehensible, much of the "pressure" normally associated with a language class will be "off", anxiety will be lowered, and acquisition will result. As mentioned earlier, I think a desirable goal is that the student "forget", in a sense, that the message is actually encoded in another language.

Second, we will be able to keep the filter low by not insisting on too-early production, before the student is "ready". Language teachers (and students) associate progress in second language acquisition with speaking fluency ("Do you speak French?"), and the logical consequence of this is that we want our students to talk from the beginning. My personal view is that forcing early production, before the student has built up enough competence through comprehensible input, is perhaps the single most anxiety-provoking thing about language classes! While some students may want to talk as soon as possible, others may feel less secure until they have built up more competence. In other words, the length of the silent period is variable (see Note 12); Asher's ten-hour estimate may be "average", but it is not carved in stone. A safe procedure is simply not to force production and let the student decide when to start talking.

Closely related to speaking readiness for production is the question of error and error correction. Second language acquisition research tells us clearly that errors are inevitable, and that they will be plentiful in early stages. To give the reader an estimate, in an experiment we conducted at Queens College, we found approximately one error for every five words in compositions written by ESL students in a placement examination for our extension course (Krashen et al., 1978). The better students averaged about one error for every ten words, and the least proficient about one error for every two words! A sure method of raising the filter is attempting to correct errors, especially in beginning stages and especially in spoken language! Error correction is, unfortunately, the profession's typical reaction to error, and in my view it has been a serious mistake. There are several reasons why it is a mistake. We focus here on what is probably the most serious flaw in error correction, its effect of the affective filter.
Error correction has the immediate effect of putting the student on the defensive. It encourages a strategy in which the student will try to avoid mistakes, avoid difficult constructions, focus less on meaning and more on form. It may disrupt the entire communicative focus on an exchange. This was brought home to me in a demonstration I often employ to illustrate how the Input Hypothesis applies to classroom teaching. In the demonstration, which I have borrowed from Steven Sternfeld, I tell the audience that I am going to give them two lessons in a foreign language (I usually use German). For the first lesson, I simply start talking, saying things like "I am now going to give you a German lesson, but first of all let me tell you something about the German language, etc. etc." This is done entirely in German, and is nearly completely incomprehensible to those in the audience who have never been exposed to German. The second lesson is something like this:

This is my shoe. (Point to shoe)
This is my hand. (Point to hand)
This is my head. (Point to head)
This is a head. (Draw picture on board)
Here are two eyes. (Draw eyes, hold up two fingers)
Here is a mouth. (Draw in a mouth)
Here is a cigarette. (Draw in a cigarette)
Do you have a cigarette for me? (Walk up to class member, make cigarette smoking motion, point to self.)

The point of lesson number two is that while it may not be very interesting, it is quite comprehensible, thanks to the simple language, the extra-linguistic support, etc. There is also an attempt to bring down the filter by drawing a funny head and asking for a cigarette. In the discussion following this brief lesson, I explain these things and make the claim that if such input is provide over a period of time, speech will emerge on its own. What is of interest to us here is the reaction of the audience: it is one of relief. Several people have come up to me after the lecture, and said something like: "When you said you were going to give us a language lesson, I got very nervous. I was afraid you would call on me and I would have to say something, and I would make a mistake. What this tells me is that language lessons inspire fear even among professional language teachers, and one of the reasons for this is our insistence on early speaking and our attitudes towards errors. Why make students suffer from procedures that are unpleasant even to us?

There is more to say on the topic of error correction; it has some advantages, and other disadvantages, and we will look at these later on when we discuss conscious learning in the classroom. What needs to be said here is only that error correction is not the basic mechanism for improving second language performance; rather, we acquire via comprehensible input, according to the theory. Since overuse of correction has such negative effects for acquisition, and since error correction is not of direct benefit to language acquisition (see Chapter II, discussion of hypothesis one), a safe procedure is simply to eliminate error correction entirely in communicative-type activities, a procedure used with great success in Terrell's Natural Approach. Improvement will come without error correction, and may even come more rapidly, since the input will "get in", the filter will be lower, and students will be off the defensive.
2. PROVIDE TOOLS TO HELP STUDENTS OBTAIN MORE INPUT

Our responsibility goes beyond the language classroom. Indeed, as I have stated earlier, our task is to provide the students with the tools they need to continue improving without us. We need to provide enough input so that they can gain the linguistic competence necessary to begin to take advantage of the informal environment, the outside world. In other words, they need to know enough of the second language so they can understand significant portions of non-classroom language. Building their linguistic competence to this point, however, is not enough.

Even if we do succeed in bringing our students to this stage, they will have problems in using the language on the outside. They will still not understand a great deal of the input they hear, even if it is modified. They will find themselves at a loss for words, and will make mistakes at all levels. If we focus only on providing the input for purely "linguistic" competence, we will have students who avoid contact with native speakers for fear they will not understand much of what is said to them, and who will have real problems when they are engaged in conversation, including painful silences while they search for words, confusion and embarrassment due to misunderstanding, etc.

This is, I think, the typical situation in the foreign language teaching scene in the United States. After two years of instruction, the student who is even willing to participate in a conversation with a speaker of the language he or she has studied is rare! The solution to this problem is to give our students the tools they need to overcome these difficulties, to make them conversationally competent. By giving them the means of managing conversations, we can help them to continue improving by allowing them to participate in conversation despite their inadequacies. We can prepare them for the certainty that they will not be able to find the right word, that they will not understand everything, and we can help insures that they will continue to obtain comprehensible input.

What are the tools students need to manage conversation and thus continue to gain input outside the classroom? In other word, how can we help our students to converse despite less than perfect competence?

Scarcella (forthcoming) has stated that there are at least two ways conversational competence can help the acquirer gain more comprehensible input: devices that help control the quantity of input, and devices that help control the quality. The former will help the acquirer get more input, the latter will help to make the input comprehensible

Components of conversational competence included under the quantity category include ways of starting conversations (greetings) and ways of keeping conversations going (e.g. politeness formulae). Scarcella's subject Miguel, a 21 year old speaker of English as a second language, despite only modest "linguistic" competence, was quite adept at these tools of conversational competence, as the following brief excerpt shows:

Miguel: Hi! How are ya?
NS: Okay.
Miguel: What's new?
NS: Not much. Had a test today.
Miguel: Oh that's too bad. What test?

Miguel, by using a few well-chosen routines, is able to initiate and maintain conversations. Second language performers such as Miguel are not the rule, however, as research has shown that second language acquirers often have surprising and serious gaps when it comes to conversational competence (see over).

There are various techniques that are used to make input more comprehensible, to control the quality of the input. Perhaps the most obvious is simply asking the native speaker for help, "getting the native speaker to explain parts of the conversation... by using discourse devices" (Scarcella, p. 5). These devices range from focussing on a single problem word by repeating it, as in

NS: Salvador Dali also put out a cookbook because he is a great expert on cuisine.
Miguel: (looking confused): Cookbook?
NS: (picking up a cookbook): Recipes from Maxime's, places like that. (Scarcella, p. 5)

to utterances such as "What?", or "I don't understand."

Scarcella also notes that the quality of input can be improved by the use of "back channel cues", cues that provide the native speaker with evidence that the conversational partner is indeed following the conversation. These include verbal cues such as "Uhuh", "Yeah", and non-verbal cues such as head nodding at appropriate time and eye gaze behavior.

Finally, there are conversational strategies that avoid incomprehensible input, including ways of changing the subject to something easier to understand or more familiar to the acquirer. Scarcella's subject Miguel is quite good at this, as the following demonstrates:

NS: ... I like classical music too--Beethoven, Schubert--you know that kinda stuff.
Miguel: You play the piano?
Joe: Yeah.
Miguel: Me too.

F. "Teaching" Conversational Competence
Knowledge of the components of conversational competence is one thing. Developing conversational competence in students is another. The question that needs to be asked here is whether conversational competence is learned or acquired.

There are good arguments, I think, against the hypothesis that all of conversational competence is learnable (see also discussion in Scarcella, forthcoming). First, it is simply too complex. As Scarcella points out:

"Most discourse rules and strategies are very complex, characterized by vocabulary, pronunciation, and prosodic features, features of non-verbal communication, and, perhaps to a lesser degree, syntactic features. Moreover, all of these features may vary according to the social context. For instance, some greetings are appropriate in some situations, but not in others. They are sometimes shouted, and sometimes spoken quite stiffly. In any given situation, an appropriate greeting depends on a variety of factors. These include: the person being greeted, the time of day, the location and the interaction, other people present, and the sort of interaction which is expected (pleasant, scornful, etc.)" (p. 10).

Second, even if the student manages to learn some rules of conversational competence, they will not always be available when they are needed: in Monitor-free situations.

Most likely, the non-universal aspects of conversational competence have to be acquired. An initial hypothesis is that they are acquired the same way grammar is, via comprehensible input, and that the requirements presented in this chapter need to be satisfied for the acquisition of conversational competence as well, a very difficult task given the time and discourse constraints of the classroom.

It is possible, however, that a small sub-set of conversational management tools can be directly taught, either as rules or as memorized routines, as long as they are easy to learn (see section on learning, to follow). These include routines for starting a conversation, some pause filters, and expressions that ask for help (Scarcella, p. 11). Also, a host of in-class and out-of-class activities have been introduced in recent years to encourage conversational competence.

My main point in this section is that conversational competence gives students the tools they need to manage conversation, and is thus an essential part of instruction, since it helps to insure that language acquisition will take place outside of class, and after the instructional program ends. Our responsibility does not end with the completion of the semester: indeed, in my view, the purpose of language instruction is to provide students with what they need so that they can progress without us.

Notes

1
As detailed in Chapter II, speech production can come from any of three different sources. First, we can use our acquired competence as illustrated in the Monitor model for production in Chapter II. According to the input hypothesis, this sort of production takes some time to develop. Another way is via memorized patterns and routines (see Krashen and Scarcella, 1978). A third way is by extensive use of first language structures, as explained in Chapter II. The latter two methods of speech production are ways of "performing without competence" (borrowing R. Clark's terminology). A second language performer can "learn to speak" very quickly using these methods, and they are explicitly encouraged by some techniques. They are severely limited modes, however. (See discussion in Chapter II, Krashen and Scarcella, 1978, and Krashen 1981.)

This raises the interesting question of whether participation in conversation is even practically necessary for truly successful second language acquisition. It probably is. In addition to being an effective means of obtaining comprehensible input, conversation offers some other real advantages that will become clearer as we proceed in this chapter. Scarcella (forthcoming) points out that there are many aspects of "communicative competence" that are probably not acquirable by observation and input alone (see discussion later in this chapter). Also, Scarcella points out that real conversation entails "a high degree of personal involvement", what Stevick (1976) terms "depth" and a lowered affective filter.

In a review of the science fiction literature, Hatch (1976) points out several examples in which authors assume that it is possible to acquire human language by listening to radio broadcasts. Even these authors seem to understand, however, that acquiring language by listening to incomprehensible input is an ability possessed only by certain aliens with different, and apparently superior "language acquisition devices".

There are anecdotal cases of people who have picked up second languages via television. Larsen-Freeman (1979), for example, cited a case of a German speaker who acquired Dutch via TV. This is not at all strange, as much input in Dutch would be comprehensible to a speaker of such a closely related language. Note that I am not claiming that it is impossible to acquire language from TV. I am only saying that comprehensible input is necessary for acquisition and that television provides little comprehensible input for a beginner. Intermediate level students may profit quite a bit from television and even radio.

Another way teachers help students understand messages containing structures that are "beyond" them is by emphasizing vocabulary. Both Evelyn Hatch and I have stated the argument for increased vocabulary work in recent years (Hatch, 1978a; Krashen, 1981), and our argumentation is, I think, similar. While knowledge of vocabulary may not be sufficient for understanding all messages, there is little doubt that an increased vocabulary helps the acquirer understand more of what is heard or read (see e.g. Ulijn and Kempen, 1976; Macha, 1979, on the role of vocabulary in reading comprehension). Thus, more vocabulary should mean more comprehension of input, and more acquisition of grammar. This "new view" is quite different from earlier positions. Language teachers had been told to restrict introduction of new vocabulary in order to focus on syntax. Now we are saying that vocabulary learning will actually contribute to the acquisition of syntax.
The practical implications of this position are not clear to me, however. Should we teach vocabulary in isolation in an effort to boost the amount of input that is comprehensible? Unfortunately, there is little research that speaks directly to the question of how vocabulary is best acquired, and, most important, retained. There is some agreement among teachers that vocabulary should be taught in context, rather than by rote memorization of list (see Celce-Murcia and Rosenzweig, 1979, for several techniques), but it may even be the case that vocabulary should not be directly taught at all! It may be the case that if we supply enough comprehensible input, vocabulary acquisition will in fact take care of itself.

Let me restate this suggestion in the form of an informal experiment: Given ten minutes of study time (waiting for a bus, etc.), which activity would be more useful for the language acquirer interested in long-term retention of vocabulary?

(1) Rote learning of a list, using flash cards or some equivalent technique.

(2) Reviewing a story that has "new words" carefully included (Contextualization).

(3) Reading for pleasure, trying only to understand the message and looking up new words only when they seem to be essential to the meaning or when the acquirer is curious as to their meaning.

Method (3) relies on comprehensible input to supply new vocabulary in enough frequency, and to help the acquirer determine the meaning. In method (3) there is no conscious focus on vocabulary, only on meaning. The prediction (hope?) is that really important words will reoccur naturally and their meanings will be made increasingly obvious by the context. It does not exclude the possibility that the acquirer may be helped by occasional glances at the dictionary or occasional definitions by a teacher.

6 The American Language Institute at USC, for example, offers a course in typing along with its offerings in English as a Second Language for foreign students.

7 There may be further opportunities for providing optimal input for second language acquirers at the university level, which we will discuss in Chapter V.

8 For some Monitor users and linguists, explicit grammatical information is, oddly enough, interesting and relevant, since such acquirers believe it will help their performance. In this case, the medium is the message. If a course on the structure of the target language is taught in the target language, and if the students are "analytic" types, the course will be a success. (See comments in Krashen, 1980, and in Chapter V.)
There are exceptions, examples of comprehensible input in which $i + I$ may not be present. These include situations in which the discourse is limited, and in many instrumental uses of language in which familiarity with a few routines and patterns may suffice for successful communication (e.g. dealing with gas station attendants, clerks, etc.).

"Internalization", in my interpretation, seems to mean the acquisition of a rule that was first learned, where learning is assumed to have caused the subsequent acquisition. According to the theory of second language acquisition presented in Chapter II, this does not occur. I have discussed this in several technical papers (Krashen, 1977) and will review this point in a later section.

Another analogy that comes to mind is "shotgun" versus single bullet. The former has a better chance of hitting the target.

Varvel (1979) describes a silent period in formal instruction (Silent Way methodology) that lasted considerably longer, indicating that there may be a fair amount of individual variation in the duration of the silent period for adults in language classes:

"There was a woman from Taiwan who after several weeks was still conspicuously silent in class. She never talked, and when called upon would only answer in a whisper, saying only what was required. It was clear, however, that she was one of the most attentive students in the class, had a clear understanding of what was being done, and seemingly enjoyed the class. She also had a positive attitude towards what and how she was learning. At no time was she coerced into active participation.

"Then one day in the ninth week of school she sat in the front row and actively participated throughout the whole hour. From that point on, she continued to participate actively in a more limited way and at times helped others and was helped by others..." (p. 491)

While there may have been other reasons for this student's silence, this example suggests that the silent period should be respected, and that some students develop speaking readiness later than others.

Given the same amount of comprehensible input, the child's silent period in second language acquisition may turn out to be longer than the average adult silent period for other reasons. What I am suggesting here is that the silent period in child second language acquisition would not be as long if more of the input the child hears is comprehensible.

Note that if we assume that an acquirer in the natural environment receives about two hours per day of comprehensible input, 720 hours translates into about one year "abroad". This assumes
that classtime = comprehensible input, which may not be true with the traditional methods the
FSI chart is based on. It is, however, in accord with the informally accepted idea that a year
abroad will result in a fair degree of fluency in the case of European languages.
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The material contained in this section is simply my summary of what I have learned from
discussions with Steven Sternfeld, Robin Scarcella, and Batyia Elbaum. I thank them not only
for the information and intellectual stimulation, but also for their patience.

Chapter IV

The Role of Grammar, or Putting Grammar in its Place

As should be apparent by now, the position taken in this book is that second language teaching
should focus on encouraging acquisition, on providing input that stimulates the subconscious
language acquisition potential all normal human beings have. This does not mean to say, however,
that there is no room at all for conscious learning. Conscious learning does have a role,
but it is no longer the lead actor in the play. The purpose of this section is to discuss what that
role is, how we can put conscious learning, or "grammar" in its proper place in the second
language program.

A. Learning Does Not Become Acquisition

Chapter II attempted to make clear what learning does and what it does not do in the
theoretical model of second language performance. According to the Monitor model for
performance, conscious learning acts as an editor, as a Monitor, "correcting" the errors, or rather
what the performer perceives to be errors, in the output of the acquired system. This can happen
before the sentence is spoken or written, or after. Conscious knowledge of rules is therefore not
responsible for our fluency, it does not initiate utterances.

A very important point that also needs to be stated is that leaning does not "turn into"
acquisition. The idea that we first learn a new rule, and eventually, through practice, acquire it, is
widespread and may seems to some people to be intuitively obvious. This model of the
acquisition process was first presented to me when I was a student of TESL, and seemed to be
very sensible at the time. It was, I thought, exactly the way I learned languages myself. I
accepted as penetrating insight Carroll's characterization of how language learning proceeds
from the point of view of the then new "cognitive-code" school of thought:

"Once the student has a proper degree of cognitive control over the structure of a language,
facility will develop automatically with the use of the language in meaningful situations"
(Carroll, 1966, p. 102).
As mentioned in Note 10 of the previous section, this process of converting learned rules into acquired rules was called "internalization".

Despite our feelings that internalization does occur, the theory predicts that it does not, except in a trivial way. Language acquisition, according to the theory presented in Chapter II, happens in one way, when the acquirer understands input containing a structure that the acquirer is "due" to acquire, a structure at his or her "i + 1".

There is no necessity for previous conscious knowledge of a rule. (The trivial sense in which a conscious rule might "help" language acquisition is if the performer used a rule as a Monitor, and consistently applied it to his own output. Since we understand our own output, part of that performer's comprehensible input would include utterances with that structure. When the day came when that performer was "ready" to acquire this already learned rule, his own performance of it would qualify as comprehensible input at "i + 1". In other words, self-stimulation!)

In addition to the fact that the theory does not directly predict that learning needs to precede acquisition, there are very good reasons for maintaining this position that emerge from observing second language performers.

First, we often see acquisition in cases where learning never occurred. There are many performers who can use complex structures in a second language who do not know the rule consciously and never did. There have been several case histories in the second language acquisition literature that illustrate this phenomenon, one which I think is quite common.

Evelyn Hatch's students, Cindy Stafford and Ginger Covitt, interviewed one such second language performer, "V", an ESL student at UCLA, who exhibited considerable competence in English, but who admitted that he had conscious control of very few, if any, rules. The following exchanges come from an interview with "V", which takes place while one of the authors is reviewing his composition errors (from Stafford and Covitt, 1978; also quoted in Krashen, 1978):

*Interviewer:*
(When you write a composition)... do you think of grammar rules? Do you think "Should I have used the present tense here or would the present continuous be better..."

*V:*
"I don't refer to the books and all that, you know. I just refer it to this, uh, my judgment and... sensing if I'm writing it right or wrong. Because I really don't know... what where exactly how... the grammatical rules work out.

Later in the interview, one investigator asks:

*Interviewer:*
Do you think grammar rules are useful?

V: Useful? Yeah. When you want to write they are very very useful.

Interviewer: But you don't use them when you write.

V: Yeah, I know. I don't use them... I don't know how to use them.

Another good example of an "under-user" of the conscious grammar is Hung, studied by Cohen and Robbins (1976), who stated:

"I never taught any grammar. I guess I just never learned the rules that well. I know that every time I speak it's pretty correct, so I never think about grammars. I just write down whatever I feel like it. Everytime I write something I just stop thinking. I don't know which (rule) to apply" (p. 59).

Not only is what Hung says revealing, but so is how he says it. There are, for sure, errors in this passage, but there is also control of fairly complex syntax and a real ability for self-expression. (Not all under-users succeed, of course; see, for example, Schumann's description of Alberto in Schumann (1978a).) If conscious rules have to come first, how can we explain cases such as V, Hung, and others? (For other case histories, see Krashen, 1978; Stafford and Covitt, 1978; Kounin and Krashen 1978.) Unless all cases such as these can be shown to be instances of the use of the first language or routines and patterns the existence of such cases show that previous conscious learning is not necessary for language acquisition.

Second, we also see learning that never seems to become acquisition. Many fine ESL performers, while they have acquired a great deal of English, also know many conscious rules. They nevertheless make what they consider to be "careless" errors on rules that are linguistically quite straightforward. This occurs when the performer has learned a rule, but has not acquired it. This happens typically with late-acquired items, such as the third person singular ending on regular verbs in English ("He goes to work every day."). What is particularly interesting is that these performers may have known the rule and have practiced it for many years. Even after thousands of correct repetitions, and with a thorough understanding of the rule, such performers still make "careless" mistakes on certain items. What has prevented learning from "becoming" acquisition in these cases is the fact that the learned rule is still beyond the acquirer's $i + 1$.

A case history that illustrates this situation very well is that of "P" (Krashen and Pon, 1975). P was an excellent Monitor user (an optimal user, as described in Chapter II), an adult with a BA in Linguistics with honors, whose written English appeared nearly native-like. In casual conversation, however, P made occasional "careless" errors on "easy" rules that she had known consciously for twenty years. Thus, even well-learned, well-practiced rules may not turn into acquisition.
An explanation of P's problem is that the items she missed in casual conversation were those that are late-acquired, and her acquisition, while very advanced, had simply not gone the final few steps in syntax and morphology. She had learned the rules well, however, and was able to supply them under conditions where she could monitor.

A third reason for doubting that acquisition requires previous learning is the fact that even the best learners master only a small subset of the rules of a language. As discussed earlier (Hypothesis 3, Chapter II), even professional linguists admit that their conscious knowledge of even the best studied languages is imperfect, and discoveries of new rules are reported with every issue of technical journals in linguistic theory. Linguists often succeed in describing, after years of analysis, what many second language performers have already acquired.

My explanation for these phenomena is that while learning may often precede acquisition, it need not, and in fact may not even help directly. Rather, we acquire along a fairly predictable natural order, and this occurs when we receive comprehensible input. Occasionally, we learn certain rules before we acquire them, and this gives us the illusion that the learning actually caused the acquisition.

Professional language teachers, with their fascination for the structure of language, and with the pleasure they derive from the mastery and use of conscious rules, are often not even aware that acquisition without prior conscious learning is possible. This was my unexamined assumption as well. The procedure described earlier seemed right and reasonable to me at one time: language learning, in the general sense, occurred when one first consciously grasped a rule, then practiced it again and again until it was "automatic". (This is actually deductive learning; there is another possibility, namely, "inductive" learning; see discussion below.) The great contribution of linguistics was to discover and describe rules, which "applied linguists" could transmit to language teachers, who, in turn, could tell students about them.

One experience that helped to change my thinking occurred when I was teaching English as a second language to an "advanced" adult education class at Queens College. As a member of a team, my responsibility was "structure". Since I was, at the time, the director of the English Language Institute at Queens, I felt obliged to present an impressive series of lessons that demonstrated my control of the subject. I therefore chose to concentrate on the verb system, and presented a complete survey of all tenses.

The first lesson of the session was focused on the present progressive tense. My objective was to inform my students that the present progressive had three meanings: (1) a current, ongoing action that would soon be completed, (2), an action that began some time ago in the past and may or may not be taking pace at the moment, and would end sometime in the future, and (3) future tense. I illustrated this using the familiar time flow diagram.
and by showing that sentences such as

John is playing the violin.

were three ways ambiguous:

(1) What is that noise from the other room? (John is playing the violin.)

(2) What's John doing this summer? (He is playing the violin for the local symphony.)

(3) What's John doing tomorrow? (He's playing the violin in the talent show.)

None of my advanced ESL students knew this rule consciously. In fact, very few people do. I have presented this example several times at lectures to practicing ESL teachers, and I often ask those who consciously "know" the rule that the progressive is three ways ambiguous to raise their hands. Very few do, and those that do claim they know it have usually just finished teaching it in class.

What was very interesting was that a significant number of students had a "Eureka" experience. After I explained the rule, they would remark: "That's right... it is three ways ambiguous... how about that!", or would make similar comments. My interpretation is that these students had already subconsciously acquired the progressive tense and its three meanings, and were confirming that their acquisition was correct. I had, in other words, succeeded in providing learning where acquisition was already present.

I would like to point out several things about this phenomenon. First, my students had apparently acquired the rule without having first learned it. (It could be argued that they knew it once but had forgotten it, and that this temporary learning had been essential, or at least useful, in acquiring the rule. This is possible, but unlikely, as all three functions are not usually taught. Another unlikely possibility is transfer from the first language. Most of the first languages of my students that semester did not have the progressive tense.) Second, those who learned what they had already acquired thought they were gaining a great deal from the class. This sort of knowledge is very satisfying to many people (including me). It is not, however, language teaching, even though it is of some value. (We return to this topic, which I refer to as "language appreciation", later in this chapter.)
Learning sometimes precedes acquisition in real time: A rule that is eventually acquired may have been, at one time, learned only. As I have maintained elsewhere (Krashen, 1977), this certainly does occur, but by no means establishes the necessity of prior learning for acquisition. Just because event A preceded event B does not demonstrate that A caused B. We see many cases of acquisition without learning, learning (even very good learning that is well practiced) that does not become acquisition, and acquired knowledge of rules preceding learning.

B. The Place of Grammar

"Grammar", a term I will use as a synonym for conscious learning, has two possible roles in the second language teaching program. First, it can be used with some profit as a Monitor. We will discuss this use in more detail in the section that follows. A second use for grammar is as subject-matter, or for "language appreciation" (sometimes called "linguistics"), and we will discuss this role later on. Neither role is essential, neither is the central part of the pedagogical program, but both have their functions.

Several issues will be discussed in relation to teaching grammar for Monitor use: when rules can be used, which rules should or can be learned, what the effects of Monitor use are, and what we can expect in terms of Monitor efficiency.

1. GRAMMAR FOR MONITOR USE: WHEN THE MONITOR IS USED

As stated in Chapter II (Hypothesis 3), one of our goals in pedagogy is to encourage optimal Monitor use. We would like our students to utilize conscious rules to raise their grammatical accuracy when it does not interfere with communication. Stated differently, the optimal Monitor user knows when to use conscious rules.

As mentioned earlier, one necessary condition for successful Monitor use is time. It takes real processing time to remember and apply conscious rules. We should not expect most students to successfully apply conscious rules to their output during oral conversation--there is, obviously, little time. People who do attempt to think about and utilize conscious rules during conversation run two risks. First, they tend to take too much time when it is their turn to speak, and have a hesitant style that is often difficult to listen to. Other overusers of the Monitor, in trying to avoid this, plan their next utterance while their conversational partner is talking. Their output may be accurate, but they all too often do not pay enough attention to what the other person is saying!

Some people are better than others at Monitor use, and may actually be able to successfully use a fair number of conscious rules "on line". Most people run the risk of seriously endangered the success of the conversation when they try to Monitor during casual talking. (Success in
Monitor use in free conversation also depends on other factors—one is the difficulty or complexity of the rule, which we discuss below. A second is the topic: I find it much easier to pay attention to the form of what I say in a second language when I am talking about something I am very familiar with and have discussed before, e.g. second language acquisition.

The place for Monitor use is when the performer has time, as in writing and in prepared speech. As stated earlier, simply giving performers time does not insure that they will use the conscious Monitor; hence, condition 2 in Chapter II: The performer must be thinking about correctness or focussed on form. When given time, and when focussed on form, some people can use conscious grammar to great advantage. In the case of the second language performer who has acquired nearly all of the grammar of the second language, but who still has some gaps, the use of the conscious grammar can fill in many of the non-acquired items. This can, in writing at least, occasionally result in native-like accuracy.

I have often referred to "P", discussed above, as a performer who was able to do this. Despite her accent, and occasional morphological errors in free speech, P's writing (done in class) was nearly flawless. I have known many professionals who also use conscious grammar this way, colleagues in linguistics who speak with slight imperfections but whose writing is nearly error-free. Some very interesting cases involve specialists in grammar, in formal linguistics, scholars who certainly consciously know many of the rules they violate in free conversation. Two cases I personally know have, in fact, published papers on the theory of grammar that rely heavily on English, testifying to their deep and thorough grasp of English syntax. Yet, in unmonitored free speech, third person singulars drop off, the possessive marker is occasionally missing, etc. Both scholars publish all of their current work in English and do not consult anyone to review their papers for errors, nor is this necessary.

My own experience may be helpful to readers. I am, at the time of this writing, an "intermediate" level speaker of French as a second language. (This means, according to my definition, that I can converse comfortably with a monolingual speaker of French as long as (s)he makes some compensation. I cannot eavesdrop very well and have some trouble with radio and films. Also, my output is fairly fluent, but not error-free.) Many people at this level, including myself, make errors on rules that are easy to describe, but that are apparently fairly late-acquired. One rule like this I have noted is the simple contraction rule:

\[ de + le = du. \]

I, and my classmates in intermediate conversational French at USC, occasionally miss this one in free conversation. On the occasions when I write French, however, I get it right every time. (My accuracy or difficulty order changes when I use my conscious knowledge of French grammar. Correctly applying the \( de + le = du \) rule raises this item from a low position in the difficulty order to one near the top. This is exactly what I attempted to say in Chapter I, Hypothesis 3, in discussing distortions of the natural order in Monitored conditions. I differ from the average subject in that I do not require a discrete-point grammar test to focus me on form. Most readers of this book are probably like this as well.)
This kind of behavior is natural and normal. What is tragic, in my opinion, is that teachers expect perfect performance of such simple, yet late-acquired items in unmonitored performance. Even quite competent second language users, such as P, will "miss" such items in conversation. We often see, however, beginners, students who can barely converse in the target language, struggling to make correct subject-verb agreement in what are termed "communicative" exercises, fearful of the teacher's shattering corrections. The cause of this torture is, first of all, a confusion between linguistic simplicity and order of acquisition—it is not at all the case that the more linguistically simple an item is, the earlier it is acquired. Some very "simple" rules may be among the last to be acquired. Second, the cause is also a failure to distinguish between acquisition and learning, a failure to realize that conscious knowledge of an item bears no relationship to a performer's ability to use it in unmonitored speech. This ability comes from acquisition, and acquisition come from comprehensible input, not from error correction. The result of such treatment is, at best, overuse of the Monitor. At worst, it results in the establishment of such a strong Affective Filter that acquisition is impossible.

2. WHAT CAN BE MONITORED

Condition three for Monitor use (Chapter II, Hypothesis 3) is relevant to discussing this point. In order for performers to Monitor successfully, they must know the rule they are applying. To expand on a point made in Chapter II, let me attempt to illustrate just how drastically this requirement limits Monitor use. Let this circle represent all the rules of a well-described language, such as English:

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Let us now consider all the rules of English that the best linguists "know", or have succeeded in describing. How many rules did Jespersen (ever) know, how much of English have scholars such as Noam Chomsky described? While Chomsky often says that he and his colleagues have only described "fragments" of English, we will give the formal linguists the benefit of the doubt, and represent their accomplishments as a proper subset of the first circle.
Now let us consider the rules that "applied linguists" know, where applied linguists here refers to the scholar whose task is to study the work of the formal, theoretical linguist, and present it to the language teacher, and perhaps also to the language student. Let the additional smaller circle in the next figure represent what the applied linguist knows. This will have to be a proper subset of what the formal linguist knows, since the full-time job of the theoretician is to seek out new rules, while the applied linguist spends a great deal of time explaining this work:

The next circle represents all the rules that the most knowledgeable language teachers know. This will be a proper subset of the circle introduced in the last figure. Teachers, after all, have a great deal to do besides study the work of applied linguistics:

Still another circle represents the number of grammar rules that the best teachers actually teach. This is, in turn, a proper subset of the set of circles they know, since teachers will undoubtedly present to their students only a part of their knowledge:

We draw next still another circle, which represents all the rules that the best students actually succeed in learning. We should even put in one last circle, all the rules that students can carry around in their heads as mental baggage and actually use in performance:
By now, we are down to a very small circle, even giving every group discussed the benefit of the doubt. Even our best students will be able to learn and utilize a small part of the grammar of a language as a conscious Monitor.

We can draw an even smaller circle for some people. As we saw in the discussion of individual variation in Chapter II, some performers are either less willing or less able to utilize conscious rules. At the opposite extreme from the professional linguist or language teacher (see, for example, Yorio, 1978), we have the Monitor under-user, the performer who does all self-correction by "feel" and has no control of conscious grammar. Perhaps even more extreme is the incompetent Monitor user, the performer who thinks (s)he knows the rules but has them (or at least many of them) wrong. This may merely be a problem of nomenclature (e.g. Stafford and Covitt's subject who kept referring to "dead objects" instead of direct objects), but may be more serious. We should be aware that confusions may exist even for rules that appear to us to be very simple, and for rules that the performer may have already acquired and can utilize in an unmonitored situation. Such cases illustrate vividly the contrast between acquisition and learning.

(a) Incompetent Monitor use

Seliger (1979) reported a simple, yet interesting experiment which confirms the existence of incompetent Monitor users. The task was naming: Subjects were shown pictures and asked to say what the object pictured was in English (e.g. It's a pen). Seliger noted whether the subjects applied the "a/an" rule and whether they correctly used *an* when the following noun began with a vowel. The subjects were then asked, after completing the task, if they had noticed that sometimes *a* was called for and sometimes *an* was called for. If they said that they did notice, they were asked to give their reasons for the distinction. (In all cases, either *a* or *an* was required. There were no cases where the zero allomorph was appropriate.) Seliger's subjects included 29 monolingual English speaking children, ages 3 to 10.8, 11 "bilingual" children, ages 4 to 10, and 15 adult ESL students at Queens College in New York.

In my interpretation, this study contrasts acquisition and learning. The subject's focus in the picture naming task was on supplying vocabulary. They were not told in advance that grammatical accuracy was an issue and certainly the *a/an* rule was not presented or discussed in advance. The task, then, encouraged use of the acquired system; it was relatively "unmonitored". This interpretation is consistent with the evidence reviewed in Chapter II, which concludes that for most subjects, one needs to deliberately focus subjects on form using a device such as a
discrete-point grammar test in order to bring out extensive use of the conscious grammar. Of course, since the task was an "experiment", it is quite possible that some subjects may have been more careful than they normally would be. The results of the direct question about *a and an*, however, show that it is unlikely that subjects were accessing much conscious knowledge while identifying pictures.

Seliger reports "no relationship" between performance on picture identification and whether the subjects could state a rule! Many subjects did not "do what they say they do". If their responses to the post-task question represent conscious learning, this result confirms just how limited learning is for some people. Let us examine the results.

As we would expect from the discussion of age in Chapter II, none of the bilingual children produced correct conscious rules for *a/an*. This is consistent with the claim that pre-formal operations children have less extensive meta-awareness of grammar. The potential for extensive Monitor use is hypothesized to emerge with formal operations, at around puberty.

Among the adults, three of the four who "knew" the rule (could verbalize it after the test) "produced no instances on the picture test to show they understood how the rule was to be used" (p. 364). These subjects, in other words, had *learned* the *a/an* distinction but had not

*Superscript numbers refer to Notes at end of chapters.*

"acquired" it. They were unable, moreover, to apply this conscious knowledge to the picture identification task, since the necessary conditions for successful Monitor use were not met (condition three = know the rule, was met, but one = time, and two = focus on form, were not). This case is exactly analogous to the *de + le = du* case described above. These three students, I would predict, would perform well on this item under different conditions, i.e. if given a discrete-point grammar test that focussed them on form, containing items such as:

\[
\text{That's } \{ a \text{ an} \} \text{ pen}
\]

Finally, and what is of most interest here, two children and one adult performed well on the picture identification test but produced incorrect rules (e.g. "You use *an* for something that's alive"). The child subjects are reminiscent of other cases in the literature and may simply reflect the inability of children to induce or learn correct conscious rules (e.g. a child in one study, acquiring French as a second language, decided that feminine gender was for "everything that was good and beautiful" (Kenyeres and Kenyeres, cited in Hatch, 1978b). The adult who performed perfectly on the test may be classified as an "incompetent" Monitor user. This subject had acquired the *a/an* rule, but had not learned it correctly. The fact that he did not apply his conscious rule to performance worked to his benefit! I would predict that such a subject would perform worse on a test that focussed him on form. (I do not wish to imply that some learners get
all rules wrong while others get them all right. Clearly, many learners have learned some rules correctly and some incorrectly.)

What is remarkable here is that this subject had failed to learn what most teachers would consider to be an amazingly simple rule, yet he had apparently acquired it. This illustrates the independence of acquisition and learning, as well as just how limited learning can be for some performers.²

(b) Rule learnability

We see fairly wide individual variation in the ability to use the conscious Monitor. The range goes from the professional linguist, who may be able to consciously learn many rules of great complexity and even apply them while performing in a second language, to Monitor under-users and incompetent wrong-rule users. Despite this variation, we can begin to characterize the kinds of rules that are learnable for most adults, recognizing that even for super Monitor users (see e.g. Yorio, 1978), this set will be a small subset of the total number of rules in a language.

The professional literature supports what I think is the most reasonable hypothesis: "Learnability" is related to linguistic simplicity, both formal and functional. The rules we can learn and carry around in our heads for use as a Monitor are not those that are earliest acquired, nor are they those that are important for communication. Rather, they are the simple rules, rules that are easiest to describe and remember.

I have pointed out elsewhere in other publications (first discussed in Krashen et al., 1978) that simplicity can be defined in at least two ways, and both definitions are relevant here. First, a rule can be formally simple. Examples of relatively simple rules include our old friends the third person singular ending on regular verbs in English, and $de + le = du$. These rules require only the addition of a bound morpheme (an inflection), or contraction operations. Simple deletion is also probably not difficult for the conscious Monitor.

Other syntactic operations appear to be more difficult for the Monitor. Permutations, and movements of constituents from one part of a sentence to another are quite difficult to do "in your head" while in the middle of a conversation or even when writing for content. It is probably the case that rules requiring a great deal of movement and order change are either acquired or are never done well by most people. This applies to rules such as formation of wh- questions in English, which might involve the following separate operations: (1) placing the wh- word first; (2) performing subject-auxiliary inversion, unless there is a helping verb; (3) performing "do-support"; (4) inflecting "do" correctly for tense and number. This is a lot to remember, especially when the learner has other things on his mind, including remembering other parts of grammar (he might also be Monitoring pronunciation as well as syntax) and trying to keep up a conversation with a native speaker.
(The reader may argue that (s)he has no problem doing all these things at the same time, and with a little practice and good teaching

everyone else can as well. If this is what is going through your mind, you are probably a Monitor super-user. This sort of interest and ability may be what brought you into language science in the first place, and got you interested in books such as this one. You are not typical. Other readers may argue that the way to make rules such as question formation automatic is to learn and drill the components one at a time until they become automatic. This is exactly the "learning becomes acquisition" argument reviewed at the beginning of this section. I maintain that in cases where this seems to work, one of two things is happening: (1) acquisition is occurring separately and catches up to the student's learning level; the learning that preceded the acquisition did not play any direct role, moreover, in helping acquisition develop. (2) The successful learner was a super Monitor user and very atypical.)

Simplicity also needs to be defined in terms of meaning. Rules that are formally simple will not be easily learnable if their meanings are subtle and hard to explain. Both the form and meaning of the third person singular ending and \( de + le = du \) are straightforward. On the other hand, while the form of the definite and indefinite article in English is very simple, many of the uses of \( a \) and \( the \) are enormously complex. We certainly cannot expect ESL learners to understand, remember, and consciously apply descriptions such as that contained in Hawkins (1978), a full volume devoted to the article in English. We can also find examples in punctuation. Rules such as "capitalize the first letter of every sentence" are formally and functionally easy. Some of the uses of the comma and semi-colon, however, are difficult to describe and probably need to be acquired for effective use.

(c) Some evidence

There are no studies I know of that directly probe which structures are learnable by different student populations and which are not. Several papers, however, present evidence that is quite consistent with the claim that only "easy" rules are learnable by most people.

One sort of evidence is provide by studies and case histories that tell us what sorts of "careless" errors second language students make, errors that involve rules that the students had formally studied and that

hey could self-correct, given time and when focussed on form. In our terms, these are rules that have been learned but have not been acquired. They are, in all cases, what appear to be late-acquired and formally simple rules, involving mostly bound morphology. P, the optimal Monitor user we discussed earlier, made many errors on such easy items as the third person singular ending on regular verbs, the use of "much" and "many" with count and mass nouns, and the irregular past, among other errors. Two optimal Monitor users described in Cohen and Robbins (1976) also made what they themselves called "careless" errors on such items.

Both Ue-Lin and Eva, Chinese speaking ESL students at UCLA, had problems with the late-acquired third person singular /s/. Ue-Lin explained this omission "as a careless mistake
since she reported knowing the rule" (Cohen and Robbins, 1976, p. 55). Similarly, "when Eva was shown sentences containing s deletion, she was actually able to identify the error and supply the s immediately. When asked to explain why she omitted the s she replied: 'Probably just careless.'" (p. 58). Eva had a similar explanation for omitting the regular past /ed/: When presented with one of her errors on this form, also known to be late-acquired (Hypothesis 3, Chapter II), she was able to supply the correct form. After correcting one sentence, "Eva remarked that she wrote down the sentence the way she would say it: "For one thing, sometimes I would write something the way that I speak. We say a word more or less in a careless way. But if I take my time, sometimes go over it, that would be much easier..."" (p. 58). My interpretation is that given time, Eva was able to access her conscious knowledge of English, or Monitor, a procedure that can be effective for such late-acquired, simple rules.

Eva had had a fair amount of exposure to English and was considered to be advanced by Cohen and Robbins. She had lived in Australia for two and a half years and had studied English since grade 5 (at the time of Cohen and Robbins' study she was a junior in college). She also considered herself a "good language learner". Even Eva, however, had problems with what seem to language teachers to be simple rules. In explaining her error ("I have talk to Sylvia already") she attributed the error to being unclear about the rule. She remarked: "Yeah, I learned that. It's just something I'm not good at. I think the main problem is that I just learn the rule--one or two years, the whole time I was going to school... It was never drill enough to me" (Cohen and Robbins, p. 58). This confirms a point made earlier, and shows that while Monitor use may be limited to non-acquired, simple rules, even "good" learners may be able to use and recall only a small part of the rules we present, even those that seem transparent to us.²

A study by Duskova (1969) also confirms that the syntactic domain of the conscious Monitor, for many people, consists of relatively simple but late-acquired items. Duskova investigated written errors in 50 Czech university level students studying English (EFL). Duskova noted that "... many of the recurrent errors... reflect no real deficit in knowledge, since most learners know the pertinent rule and can readily apply it, but the mechanical operation does not yet work automatically" (p. 16). This generalization applies in particular, Duskova notes, to morphological errors. Examples include the omission of plurals on nouns (relatively early acquired among grammatical morphemes, I must admit). Duskova notes that for plurals "... the learner is aware of it when it is pointed out to him and is able to correct it himself" (p.20). Another example is errors in subject-verb agreement. Again, for this error, "when the learner's attention is drawn to the fact that he has made a mistake, he is usually able to correct it" (p. 20). Other error types of this sort include confusion of past participle and infinitive, errors on irregular verbs, and adjective-noun agreement in number (e.g. this workers). In our terms, the errors reflect a failure to apply conscious rules, a failure to Monitor effectively. The students, Duskova tells us, "can certainly formulate the rule" for these error types.

The morpheme studies described in Chapter II also contribute to this point. As you may recall from Chapter II, changes or disturbances in the "natural order" were interpreted as intrusions of the conscious grammar. It is interesting to note just how the order was affected. In Larsen-Freeman's study (Larsen-Freeman, 1975), morpheme orders were presented for both
monitored and unmonitored conditions (a discrete-point pencil and paper grammar test, and the Bilingual Syntax Measure, respectively). In the Monitor-free condition, Larsen-Freeman obtained the following order (Table 4.1) which is quite "natural".

Table 4.1

*Morpheme order obtained in monitor-free condition (Larsen-Freeman, 1975)*

ing
copula
article
auxiliary
short plural
regular past
third person singular
irregular past
long plural
possessive

Compare this to the unnatural order found in the Monitored condition (Table 4.2). (We use the writing task as an example; Larsen-Freeman's "reading" task gives similar results.)

Table 4.2

*Morpheme order obtained in monitored condition (Larsen-Freeman, 1975; writing)*

copula
auxiliary
third person singular
ing
regular past
irregular past
article
long plural
short plural
possessive

These orders differ largely due to the increase in relative rank of two morphemes, regular past and the third person singular marker, both late-acquired, or low in relative order of accuracy in the Monitor-free natural order. This interpretation is consistent with the claim that when performers focus on form they can increase accuracy in unacquired but learned parts of grammar.\(^4\)
Still more evidence comes from our composition study (Krashen, Butler, Birnbaum, and Robertson, 1978). We asked ESL students at USC to write compositions under two conditions—"free" (instructions were to write as much as possible in five minutes) and "edited" (instructions were to pay careful attention to grammar and spelling and to "take your time"). Both conditions yielded natural orders for grammatical morphemes, which we interpreted as indicating little intervention of the conscious Monitor. This was due to the fact, we hypothesized, that our subjects focussed primarily on communication in both conditions, despite our instructions to the contrary in the second condition.

Closer analysis of our data does show some rise in the third person singular in the edited condition, however (we did not analyze regular past due to too few obligatory occasions). This rise was not enough to disturb the natural order, but enough to suggest some Monitor use. Again, we see the differences in the late-acquired, easy item. (To inject a more theoretical point, perhaps the correct interpretation of morpheme natural and unnatural orders is that unnatural orders, as in Larsen-Freeman (1975) reflect heavy Monitor use. Increases in certain items without changes in rank, as in our composition study, may reflect light Monitor use.)

Table 4.3 shows this small improvement in the third person singular morpheme in the edited condition.\(^5\)\(^6\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morpheme</th>
<th>Free I</th>
<th>Edited I</th>
<th>Free II</th>
<th>Edited II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ing</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copula</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plural</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>article</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auxiliary</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irregular past</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>third person singular</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3

Accuracy differences in free and edited conditions for grammatical morphemes
(d) Consequences of teaching "hard" rules

Felix (1980) shows us what happens when students are asked to learn rules that are too difficult for them, rules that are not only difficult to learn but that are also not yet acquired. Not only were such students asked to learn difficult rules, they were also asked to use them in unmonitored situations. Felix observed an EFL class for ten and eleven year old students in Germany. Among his many interesting observations was this one: Teachers taught and demanded correct use of elliptic sentences (as in exchanges of the type: Is it a dog? Yes, it is). Despite the fact that this type of question-answer dialogue "was intensively drilled every day" (p. 8), Felix reports that correct elliptic sentences were only randomly supplied for a period of almost three months (i.e. It is a dog? Yes it isn't)!

This result is quite predictable: the rule was simply too hard to learn and was not yet acquired. Felix notes that according to the research literature elliptic sentences "do not appear until relatively late" (p. 9). Even with input containing sentences of this sort (assuming the input was comprehensible, interesting, etc.; see Chapter III), such structures were far beyond the $i + 1$ of these students.

Felix also reports that teachers valiantly tried to teach *do*-support and the English negation rules with little success. These are also quite difficult. Students, Felix found, would produce sentences like these in class:

$$\text{(1)} \text{It's no my cow.}$$

$$\text{(2)} \text{Doesn't she eat apples.}$$

Both of these sentences are interpretable as reliance on what has been acquired without the contribution of the conscious grammar. To fully appreciate the significance of these errors, we first need to briefly review what is know about the acquisition of negation in informal language.
acquisition (see also Chapter II). The following stages are found in child L1, child L2, and adult L2 acquisition (what follows is a simplification; see Dulay, Burt, and Krashen, in press, for details):

I. The negative marker goes outside the sentence, as in:
   
   no wipe finger

   wear mitten no (examples from Klima and Bellugi, 1966)

II. The negative marker is placed between the subject and verb, as in:

   He no bite you

   He not little, he big

III. Post auxiliary negation is acquired; the marker now appears after the auxiliary verb, as in:

   That was not me

   I didn't caught it

Felix's example (1) appears to be a stage II type transitional form. This "error" is a typical intermediate stage all acquirers (or nearly all) go through before fully acquiring the correct form. The appearance of such an error type is thus consistent with the hypothesis that these children, even though they are in a classroom, are undergoing normal language acquisition to at least some extent, and are relying on acquired language in classroom speech (note that German negation is always post verbal and post auxiliary).

Sentence (2), according to Felix, is not a yes/no question! Felix maintains that it is, instead, a negative declaration ("She doesn't eat apples"). Thus, as is the case with sentence (1), Felix interprets this error as a transitional form, this one being an example of stage I with doesn't acting as a monomorphemic negation marker. (It is quite common for don't to perform the same function in stage II in natural first and second language acquisition, e.g. sentences such as "I don't can explain" where "don't" acts as the negative marker; see, for example, Cancino, Rosansky and Schumann, 1974). The child's selection of doesn't (instead of no) is due to the particular kind of input presented in the classroom, the grammatical exercises in which doesn't appears in very high frequencies.

Such interpretations not only point to the reality and strength of subconscious acquisition, but they also confirm that conscious learning is quite limited, and that, except for certain conditions, acquisition is responsible for most second language performance.

C. The Effects of Learning: Accuracy of Self-correction
Previous sections of this chapter have discussed when performers Monitor and which rules are usable for Monitoring. We turn now to the question of how effective Monitoring is: How much can the second language performer improve accuracy by consulting the conscious grammar?

We can get some approximation of the efficiency of the conscious grammar by looking at how good performers are at self-correction of their own linguistic output. Noel Houck has pointed out to me that self-correction (as opposed to "other-correction", or correcting someone else's output, an activity that includes detecting errors on test), is the most valid object of study in investigating Monitor strength, since this is what one's Monitor actually does in real performance.

Several studies have examined how effective self-correction is, but before surveying the data and drawing conclusions, we need to briefly look at some of the factors that cause accuracy of self-correction to vary.

1. FACTORS AFFECTING SELF-CORRECTION ACCURACY

First, as we can infer from the discussion in Chapter II, there is individual variation with respect to self-correction efficiency. To the extent that self-correction involves the conscious Monitor, if there is individual variation in degree of and ability for Monitor use, this will be reflected in self-correction efficiency. We might expect much better performance from a professional linguist who is an optimal Monitor user (e.g. "P", from Krashen and Pon, 1975), than from other performers, all other conditions (see below) held constant.

Second, we might expect variation depending on which aspects of output the performer attempts to correct. As we discussed above, the Monitor appears to work best for simple morphology, may be less efficient for complex syntax, and may have even more trouble with other parts of the grammar (there is, unfortunately, not even enough data to speculate about the learnability of much of the grammar; see Chapter III for a very brief discussion of the learnability of aspects of conversational competence).

Self-correction efficiency will also vary according to the conditions under which it is done. Houck, Robertson and Krashen (1978b) distinguished the following conditions. First, there is "free speech", or natural conversation. (In one sense, "free writing" belongs in this category, in another sense it does not, as some would argue that the written modality automatically entails a greater focus on form.) In "free speech", self-correction is up to the performer, and there is no special focus on form. Rather, the focus, in most cases, is on communication. We would expect natural difficulty orders when looking at errors in grammatical structures in this condition.
A second condition, moving in the direction of more focus on form, can be termed "careful" speaking or writing. This is roughly equivalent to the edited condition in Krashen et al. (1978), described earlier, and occurs when speakers or writers are attempting to speak or write "correctly". (We must subdivide this condition into two sub-conditions, one for careful speaking and one for careful writing, predicting more self-correction for writing.)

Conditions (1) and (2) cover most situations in real world informal communication. We can, however, specify other conditions typically used in language instruction that focus the performer still more on form. In condition (3), the student is informed that an error exists, but does not know where the error is or what rule has been broken. This is roughly equivalent to composition correction in which students are simply told that there are some errors in their paper and that they should be corrected.

A condition still more in the direction of focussing on form indicates to students where the error is, in addition to informing them that an error exists. This condition, condition (4), corresponds to composition correction in which the teacher underlines the errors. Still more focussed, according to Houck et al., is condition (5) in which existence, location, and description of the violated rule are provided, as in feedback of this sort:

\[ \text{I saw two boy.} \]

The more we move toward condition (5), the more effect of the conscious Monitor is predicted, and the greater the likelihood of "unnatural" order for errors. According to research summarized in Chapter II and discussed again in this chapter, we see natural orders for conditions (1) (free speech, BSM, free composition) and (2) (edited writing), but might see some effect of the Monitor in condition (2)(i.e. rise in accuracy in third person singular in Krashen et al., 1978). Larsen-Freeman's unnatural order was produced under conditions similar to condition (4) (but see Note 4, this chapter).

Table 4.4 summarizes the five conditions.

Table 4.4 Self-correction conditions in second language performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (None)</td>
<td>(1) None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Rewrite)</td>
<td>(2) Rewrite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (Correct the error)</td>
<td>(3) Correct the error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (Correct this error)</td>
<td>(4) Correct this error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (Correct this error)</td>
<td>(5) Correct this error use this rule</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are some studies available that give us an idea of the efficiency of self-correction for some of the conditions described here, that tell us what percentage of performers' errors are actually self-corrected. They thus tell us something about Monitor efficiency, since they report to what extent a performer's self-corrections improve output accuracy. In one sense, however, they may not truly show the effectiveness of the Monitor. They underestimate Monitor use, since they do not indicate covert self-correction, the correction that went on before the utterance was spoke or written (Recall, in figure one, Chapter II, that there are two possible arrows leading from the Monitor to the output of the acquired system, one affecting output before and one affecting output after production.) On the other hand, studies that report the percentage of successful self-correction also overestimate the amount of actual conscious Monitor use, since self-correction can also be done using the acquired system alone, with one's "feel" for correctness. This is what performers do in their first language when correcting slips of the tongue.

Still another problem of interpretation of such studies is that we do not really know whether subjects had indeed had the chance to learn all the rules necessary for successful self-correction. Are we studying the efficiency of learning and/or the ability of performers to apply what they consciously know?

Self-correction studies do not provide us, therefore, with an exact picture, but the results are quite useful to the teacher interested in the overall efficiency of self-correction, and they probably give us an approximation of the efficiency of conscious learning and Monitoring.

THE DATA
Table 4.5 and Fig 4.1 summarize the literature available to me on self-correction. With two exceptions, all deal with university level ESL students who, we expect, have been exposed to a fair amount of formal instruction in English grammar. The subject in one study is our old friend "P", a linguist. Fathman's subjects (Fathman, 1980) are described as 20 adults "learning English as a second language in the United States, primarily in an informal setting" and 20 adults "learning English in a formal setting, primarily in Mexico" (p. 3, manuscript).

Table 4.5  Accuracy of self-correction in adult performance in English as a second language

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Error type analyzed</th>
<th>Results (% of errors self-corrected)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Schlue (1977)</td>
<td>Stream of speech (1)</td>
<td>All syntax, morphology</td>
<td>7.2% (99/1101)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Fathman (1980)</td>
<td>SLOPE test, oral</td>
<td>Morphology</td>
<td>a. &quot;Informal&quot; adults (see text) = 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. &quot;Formal adults&quot; = 32% (46/144)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Picture description (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(13/65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Schlue (1977)</td>
<td>Listen to tape of own speech (2)</td>
<td>All syntax, morphology</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Houck et al. (1978a)</td>
<td>Inspect transcription of own speech (3)</td>
<td>Nine morphemes</td>
<td>17.5% (36.5/236)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. White (1977)</td>
<td>Inspect transcript of BSM (4)</td>
<td>a. Morphology</td>
<td>a. 52% (53/102)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. Syntax</td>
<td>b. 27% (6/22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c. &quot;Omissions&quot;</td>
<td>c. 53% (23/43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d. Lexical</td>
<td>d. 9% (1/11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>47% (83/178)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Krashen and Pon (1975) Inspect transcriptions\(^5\) (4) Morphology, syntax 95% (76/80)

---

1

Number in parenthesis refers to conditions in Table 4.4.

2

"Almost all the uncorrected errors were related to verbs, such as: omission of the copula and omission of incorrect use of inflections".

3

Subjects transcribed tapes themselves.

4

E transcribed tapes ("...(S's) were presented with some of their errors").

5

E = Subject transcribed tape.

---

Fig. 4.1. Self-correction accuracy.
As for the domain of language analyzed, one study (Houck et al., 1978a) focuses only on nine grammatical morphemes, while the others cover morphology and syntax in general.

It is hard to say whether any of the studies actually meet the description of condition (1), since in all cases the subjects knew they were being tested and that the focus of the investigation was the quality and accuracy of their speech. Thus, Fathman (1980), and Schlue (1977) may be overestimates of self-communication accuracy in "free speech" and might really belong in condition (2).

Figure 4.1 attempts to illustrate how conditions, and differences in subjects, affect self-correction accuracy, and gives us a picture of what we can expect, at least in the domain of syntax and morphology. It suggests, first of all, that training and type of student do make a difference:
Fathman's "formal" students correct a higher percentage of their own errors than her informal students do, and our subject, "P", outperforms everyone. It is also consistent with the hypothesis that accuracy increases as we focus more on form. Further studies could easily be performed to fill in the holes in the figure; they would also hopefully control for proficiency level, since there may be a relationship between the sheer number of errors committed and self-correction accuracy. It would also be desirable to control for first language and some aspects of personality, due to the observed relationship between personality and avoidance behavior (Kleinman, 1977).

Possibly the most important result to emerge from these studies is the point that self-correction is never perfect, never reaches what some teachers would consider acceptable performance except in the case of one very good learner who was presented with her own errors! The fact is that many teachers assume self-correction should be 100%, that students should be able to apply all they have learned at all times.

If second language performers do not focus heavily on form in self-correction, what do they do? Several studies, all classified as falling under condition (2), show that revisions are typically aimed at greater communicative effectiveness and not merely on form. Hassan (cited in Hatch, 1979) noted what changes ESL students made on second and third drafts of compositions. Hassan reported that the students "concentrated mainly on vocabulary choice, added minor details, and made fewer changes which resulted in overall grammar improvement" (Hatch, 1979, p. 136). Schlue (1977) came to similar conclusions, noting that "her subjects seemed to monitor their speech quite carefully, but not for grammatical correctness. Their speech awareness was for the most part focused on their success or failure in conveying their message. Thus, they were very concerned with such things as the appropriateness of their lexical choices... even in the self-analysis activity, it was often hard to make the subjects focus on form rather than on lexicon and pronunciation..." (p. 343). Houck, Robertson and Krashen (1978a) also noted that many of the corrections made by subjects were "obviously attempts at improved intelligibility, rather than grammatical form" (p. 337).

To summarize thus far: Our description of when we can Monitor, what can he Monitored, and the linguistic effect of Monitoring all reach similar conclusions. The use of conscious grammar is limited. Not everyone Monitors. Those who do only Monitor some of the time, and use the Monitor for only a sub-part of the grammar. As we have just seen, the effects of self-correction on accuracy is modest. Second language performers can typically self-correct only a small percentage of their errors, even when deliberately focussed on form (conditions 2 to 4), and even when we only consider the easiest aspects of the grammar.

D. Other Effects of Conscious Rules

Use of the conscious grammar, we have maintained, is limited to easily learned, late-acquired rules, simple morphological additions that do not make an overwhelming contribution to communicating the speaker or writer's message. For most people, only "local" rules can be learned and used (Burt and Kiparsky, 1972). Certainly, speakers of English understand sentences
with missing third person singular markers and dropped regular past endings fairly well, thanks
to the presence of other markers of tense and pragmatic knowledge.

There is, nevertheless, some real value in applying these rules when time permits, when rule
use does not interfere with communication. Providing these local items, even though they may
make a small contribution to communication, makes writing and speech more polished, it adds a
cosmetic effect that may be very important for many second language students.

Indeed, in the advanced second language class, providing such polish may become the main
goal, one that is quite justified for many students. "Advanced" second language acquirers,
especially those who have been in the country where the target language is spoken for a few
years, may have acquired a great deal, but not all, of the second language, enough to meet
communicative need, but still short of the native speaker standard. Their chief need may be
conscious rules to use as a supplement to their acquired competence, to enable them to appear as
educated in their second language as they are in their first.

I do not object to this sort of grammar teaching. What is unfair is to emphasize accuracy on
communicatively unessential, late acquired items in beginning language classes, with students
who are unable to understand the simplest message in the second language.

E. Presentation of Rules

A fair amount has been written about how grammar rules should be presented. One issue is
whether rules should be given "directly" (deductive), or whether students should be asked to
figure out the rules for themselves (inductive). Another issue is sequence--which rules should
be presented first, and/or emphasized more. I will restrict my comments on these issues to the
implications second language acquisition theory make for these questions.

1. THE DEDUCTIVE-INDUCTIVE ISSUE

This issue was one of some concern in the second language acquisition pedagogical literature
for many years. For many scholars and teachers, deductive teaching seemed much more
reasonable--why make students guess the rule? Present a clear explanation and have them
practice until the rule is "internalized". Cognitive-code teaching, as well as grammar-translation,
are examples of the "rule-first" deductive approach.

Proponents of inductive teaching argued that the best way to insure learning was for the
student to work out the rule himself. Inductive teaching is very much like rule-writing in
linguistics. The learner is given a corpus and has to discover the regularities.

Before proceeding to some of the research bearing on this issue, it is important to clarify one
major point: both inductive and deductive learning are learning. Neither have anything directly
to do with subconscious language acquisition. Inductive learning bears a superficial
resemblance to acquisition, and has occasionally been confused with acquisition in the literature. As Table 4.6 indicates, both inductive

Table 4.6 Acquisition and inductive learning:  

similarities and differences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acquisition</th>
<th>Inductive Learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data first, rule follows</td>
<td>Data first, rule follows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule is subconscious</td>
<td>Rule is conscious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on meaning</td>
<td>Focus on form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow progress</td>
<td>May occur quickly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requires large amounts of data</td>
<td>May occur after exposure to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>small amount of data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

learning and acquisition share the features of data, or input, first, with the "rule" coming second. There are deep and fundamental differences, however. When the goal is inductive learning, the focus is on form, and the learner attempts to analyze formal aspects of the data presented. When the goal is acquisition, the acquirer attempts to understand the message contained in the input. Also, the "rule" developed by the two processes is different. An inductively-learned rule is a conscious mental representation of a linguistic generalization--an acquired rule is not conscious (we can, however, certainly learn later what we have acquired; see below), but is manifested by a "feel" for correctness. Also, inductive learning, since it is conscious problem-solving, may occur very quickly--an adept student may "see" the regularity after only a few examples. Acquisition, however, always takes time and requires a substantial quantity of input data. As discussed in Chapter II, it takes more than a single paragraph and a few exercises to acquire a rule.

Thus, from the point of view of second language acquisition theory, the deductive-inductive controversy is not a central one for second language pedagogy, since it focusses only on which learning style is best. The issue has some significance, however, and there have been several suggestions and experimental results relating to this controversy that are of interest.

It has been suggested (Hammerly, 1975) that certain structures "are most amenable to a deductive approach while others... can be learned very well by an inductive approach" (p. 17). Seliger (1975) presents data suggesting that retention over time is better with a deductive
approach. Hartnett's data support the hypothesis that students who are successful in deductive foreign language classes employ different neurological mechanisms than learners successful in more inductive classes, deductive learners being more left-brained, analytic thinkers, and inductive learners being more right-brained, analogic thinkers (Hartnett, 1974; Krashen, Seliger and Hartnett, 1974).

If there are individual differences in preference of rule presentation, if some people prefer rules first and others prefer to figure things out for themselves, insistence on the "wrong" approach for the grammar portion of the language teaching program may raise anxieties and strengthen the affective filter.\(^8\)

The theory of second language acquisition presented in Chapter II makes only indirect contributions to this question. The most important contribution is its insistence that both deductive and inductive approaches are learning-oriented. The "practice" used for rule practice (deductive) or rule-searching (inductive) will not be optimal input for acquisition, since the students' focus will be primarily on form rather than on the message.

2. SEQUENCING AND LEARNING

I argued, in Chapter III, that grammatical sequencing was undesirable when the goal is acquisition. It seems reasonable that we should present rules one at a time in some order when the goal is conscious learning, however ("rule isolation": Krashen and Seliger; 1975). Several rationale for sequencing have been suggested. We (Krashen, Madden and Bailey, 1975) once suggested the natural order itself, which I no longer think is the correct basis for sequencing for acquisition or learning. Other proposals include frequency of occurrence, grammatical simplicity, and "utility" (see, for example, Larsen 1975). (My impression is that despite the existence of these options, and the fairly widespread discussion of them in the professional literature, the vast majority of texts utilize some version of linguistic simplicity, going from formally less complex to more complex structure.)

Second language acquisition theory, as presented here, does not yet make predictions as to the exact learning sequence. It does predict, however, something about the set of rules that can be learned. First, if the goal of grammar teaching is in fact to provide students with a Monitor, as we discussed earlier in this chapter, simplicity will play a large role. We can only teach what is *learnable*, and, restricting the set even more, what is *portable*, what can be carried around in the students' heads. (These two requirements need to be distinguished--learning a rule does not always mean being able to use it in performance, even when conditions are favorable for Monitor use.) As we have seen above, in discussing cases of under-users and incompetent Monitor users, we have, as a profession, overestimated what most people can learn, and what they can retain and use in performance. Even optimal users, "good language learners" have limits that are far below many teachers' expectations.

Second, unless our goal is language appreciation (see below), we don't have to teach rules that our students have already acquired. How, then, do we know which items to teach? We could, conceivably, perform a detailed error analysis on each student, compare the results of tests that
tap learning and acquisition, and determine those items that have been acquired, but have not been learned, and focus on just this set. This is possible, but probably unnecessary. The "natural order" studies can provide us with at least some of the information we need. While some individual variation exists among second language acquirers, we have a good idea of what is acquired "early" and what is acquired "late" for some structures. We can be fairly certain that beginners in ESL will not have acquired the third person singular /s/ or the possessive /s/, for example. I think that a very worthy goal of applied linguistics is to attempt to describe this set of what are typically late-acquired, but learnable rules, beyond the few morphemes and structures we know about now.

Rules to be learned should thus meet these three requirements:

1. Learnable
2. Portable
3. Not yet acquired

The sequencing issue then becomes, or reduces to, determining which of the rules meeting all three of these requirements should be presented first. This thus still remains an issue, but one we have contributed to by limiting the set of items that must be sequenced.

F. Notes on Error Correction

Another controversy related to conscious learning is the issue of error correction. Henrickson (1978) lists the "five fundamental questions" and reviews the literature that addresses them:

1. Should errors be corrected?
2. If so, when should errors be corrected?
3. Which learner errors should be corrected?
4. How should learner errors be corrected?
5. Who should correct learner errors?

Second language acquisition theory has "answers" to four of these questions, answers that are, as are all other implications in this book, themselves hypotheses. In this case, I am predicting that if error correction is done according to the principles described below, it will be effective.

1. Should errors be corrected?

According to the second language acquisition theory presented here, when error correction "works", it does so by helping the learner change his or her conscious mental representation of a rule. In other words, it affects learned competence by informing the learner that his or her current version of a conscious rule is wrong. Thus, second language acquisition theory implies that when the goal is learning, errors should indeed be corrected (but not at all times; see below; and not all rules, even if the goal is learning). The theory maintains however, that error
correction is not of use for acquisition. Acquisition occurs, according to the input hypothesis, when acquirers understand input for its meaning, not when they produce output and focus on form.

2. When should errors be corrected?

Hendrickson, following Birckbichler (1977), suggests that in general error correction be limited to "manipulative grammar practice"—more errors may be tolerated during "communicative practice".

The implications of second language acquisition theory are similar. If error correction aims at learning, it is logical to suppose that the conditions for error correction should be identical to the conditions for utilizing learning—we should focus our students on form, and correct their errors, only when they have time and when such diversion of attention does not interfere with communication. This implies no error correction in free conversation, but allows for error correction on written work and grammar exercises. This is precisely Terrell's procedure in the Natural Approach (described in Chapter V).

3. Which errors should be corrected?

Hendrickson reviews three hypotheses and accepts them all as plausible.

(1)
We should correct "global" errors, errors that interfere with communication or impede the intelligibility of a message (Burt and Kiparsky, 1972). Such errors deserve top priority in correction.

(2)
Errors that are the most stigmatized, that cause the most unfavorable reactions, are the most important to correct.

(3)
Errors that occur most frequently should be given top priority.

In the previous section, the linguistic domain of the Monitor was described. I recommended that we restrict the conscious learning of rules for Monitor use according to these characteristics: the rules to be learned should be (1) learnable, (2) portable, and (3) not yet acquired. These characteristics might also describe which errors should be corrected, if it is indeed the case that error correction affects only the conscious grammar. Perhaps we should only correct mistakes that reflect rules that can be used as part of the conscious Monitor.
This may appear to be a modest contribution to the issue of which errors are to be corrected. Many teachers, however, try to point out or correct all errors. This suggestion reduces the size of the task considerably. Within the small set defined by the three characteristics of learnable, portable, and not yet acquired, we still have to make decisions, and here considerations such as frequency, contributions to communication, and irritability may be relevant. The overall task, however, is reduced enormously.

4. How should errors be corrected?

Hendrickson reviews several methods of error correction, including the two most widely used:

(1) providing the correct form ("direct" correction).

(2) the discovery (inductive) approach.

He notes that little research is available that establishes the superiority of one method. Some research shows that direct correction is not particularly effective; students who have had direct correction of their oral and written output in instructional programs did not produce fewer errors (Hendrickson, 1976, 1977b, cited in Hendrickson, 1978; Cohen and Robbins, 1976). This may, notes Hendrickson, be due to the lack of consistent and systematic correction (Allwright, 1975; Cohen and Robbins, 1976).

Second language acquisition theory predicts that error correction will show positive results only if the following conditions are met:

(1) Errors corrected are limited to learnable and portable rules.

(2) Errors are corrected under conditions that allow Monitor use. This will give the learner time to reconsider the rule that was violated.

(3) Measures evaluating the efficacy of error correction are administered under conditions that allow Monitor use, to allow the learner time to refer to his or her conscious knowledge.
Subjects are "Monitor-users" (i.e. they are not under-users of the Monitor).

Error correction that is not done under these conditions, I predict, will not "work"; I am also not optimistic about the efficacy of error correction even when all the above conditions are met. As is the case with conditions for Monitor use, they are necessary but not sufficient—even under the "best" conditions, correcting the simplest rules, with the most learning-oriented students, teacher corrections will not produce results that will live up to the expectations of many instructors.

B. Grammar as Subject Matter

As mentioned earlier (p. 88), "grammar" has another place in the pedagogical program, a place that is not always clearly distinguished from its use as a conscious Monitor. This is grammar as subject matter.

Many students (probably fewer than most of us think) are interested in the study of the structure of language per se. They may also be interested in language change, dialects, etc. Especially satisfying, for some students, is learning what has already been acquired, the Eureka phenomenon described earlier in this section (p. 88). My students who recognized that they had already acquired the three uses of the present progressive tense in English were very satisfied and pleased to have conscious knowledge corresponding to their subconscious knowledge. They also thought that I was an outstanding language teacher for providing them with this kind of insight!

Providing learning that corresponds with previous acquisition has its advantages, but I do not think it is language teaching—it is not input for acquisition (although the language of classroom discussion may be; see below), and it also does not provide useful learning that can be utilized as a supplement to acquisition, as a Monitor. It may serve one purpose, however: it can demonstrate to the language student that acquisition is real, and that it can be trusted. Pointing out what has been acquired may thus stimulate more faith in the acquisition process, and lower the affective filter. It may thus be a partial cure for over-use of the Monitor.

The study of the structure of language, how it varies over time (historical linguistics) and in society, has many general educational advantages and values that high school and university level language programs may want to include in a program. It should be clear, however, that teaching complex facts about the second language is not language teaching, but rather is "language appreciation" or linguistics.
Teaching grammar as subject-matter can result in language acquisition in one instance, however: when the target language is used as a medium of instruction. Acquisition occurs in these classes when students are interested in the subject matter, "grammar". Very often, when this occurs, both teachers and students are convinced that the study of formal grammar is essential for second language acquisition, and the teacher is skilled at presenting explanations in the target language so that the students understand. In other words, the teacher talk, in such cases, meets the requirements for input for acquisition, as presented in Chapter III: the input is comprehensible and considered to be relevant. The filter is low in regard to the language of explanation, as the students' conscious efforts are usually on the subject matter, what is being talked about, and not the medium.

This is a subtle point. In effect, both teachers and students are deceiving themselves. They believe that it is the subject matter itself, the study of grammar, that is responsible for the students' progress in second language acquisition, but in reality their progress is coming from the medium and not the message. Any subject matter that held their interest would do just as well, so far as second language acquisition is concerned, as long as it required extensive use of the target language.

This may underlie and explain the success of many grammar-based approaches. They are taught in the target language, and this provides comprehensible input for acquisition, input that is relevant and interesting as long as the student believes that conscious grammar is good for him. (For further discussion of such a class, see Krashen, 1980.)

Notes

1

This is not, I should point out, Seliger's interpretation. See Note 2.

2

Seliger interprets his results as being counter to the theory of second language acquisition presented in Chapter II. His interpretation of the test, and the theory, are both different from mine. He considers the test situation to be "formal", and "not a sample of language within a natural context" (p. 362). There is, I think, some truth to this analysis, as mentioned in the text. Subjects' performance, however, is consistent with the hypothesis that the test tapped primarily acquisition—this is supported by the data and is consistent with the hypothesis that Monitor use occurs only when several necessary conditions are met, as stated in Chapter II and repeated in this chapter. More strange is his interpretation of the acquisition-learning
distinction and the Monitor hypothesis: his results are counter to "Monitor Theory", he claims, since Monitor Theory maintains that "learners do what they say they do", and his data shows this is not so. His data does indeed confirm that performers do not always do what they say they do, but "Monitor Theory" does not, and never has, made the claim that people do what they say they do.

Seliger outlines his own position in the same paper. Pedagogical rules, he asserts, "most likely serve as mechanisms to facilitate the learner's focussing on those criterial attributes of the real language concept that must be induced" (p. 368). They serve as "acquisition facilitators" and "make the inductive hypothesis testing process more efficient" (p. 368). Seliger provides, unfortunately, very little more than this by way of description of his hypothesis, which he presents as an alternative to Monitor Theory. He also presents nothing in the way of empirical support for his position. There is, moreover, a serious problem with this hypothesis: If rule learning is so often wrong (a point we agree on), how can it be useful as an acquisition focussing device? Also, as we have seen earlier in this section, acquisition need not be preceded by conscious learning. Rather, the available evidence supports the hypothesis that acquisition occurs only when the acquirer's attention is on the message, not on the form of the input. According to the Input Hypothesis, conscious rules do not facilitate acquisition. Acquisition occurs via a completely different route. An alternative hypothesis must deal with the evidence supporting the Input Hypothesis, and the arguments that acquisition does not require previous learning.

Before we conclude that Eva and Ue-lin simply need more drill and learning, consider the possibility that they are among the better learners. Cohen and Robbins' subject Hung, an "under-user" of the Monitor, also made errors on the third person singular /s/ and /-ed/, consistent with the hypothesis that such items are typically late-acquired. In contrast to Ue-lin and Eva, Hung could not self-correct by rule, however. When confronted with a third person singular /s/ deletion he had made, he remarked: "I guess I just never learned the rule that well, so I just write down whatever I feel like it." (p. 52). Also, "When confronted with a sentence he had written where an ed deletion error occurred ('He got discourage'), Hung supplied ed, but he commented: 'I don't see why'." (p. 53). Hung also noted that it was very hard for him to detect errors in his own output. Hung is quoted many times as saying he does not pay attention to form: "I don't care the grammar (p. 50)... I just never learned the rules that well.... I just write down what I feel like it (p. 59)... I get kind of bored when I study English" (p. 51). Again, many people, despite exposure in class, have practically no idea of rules that seem straightforward to us.
In a recent study, J. Brown (1980) administered a grammar-type test whose format was quite similar to that of Larsen-Freeman. Subjects only had to supply one morpheme, as in:

I _________ (talk) to John yesterday.

The test was administered with no time limit to 66 ESL students with a variety of first languages at Marymount Palos Verdes College. Here is the difficulty order Brown reported:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morpheme</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary</td>
<td>96% correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copula</td>
<td>94.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular past</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>91.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The (def art)</td>
<td>88.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular past</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a (indef art)</td>
<td>86.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø (art)</td>
<td>85.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possessive</td>
<td>80.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ing</td>
<td>80.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third person sing</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This order, Brown reports, correlates significantly with other second language morpheme orders (rho = 0.73), compared to Andersen, 1978). It is analyzed somewhat differently from other studies in that the allomorphs of article are presented separately; they are very close in rank order, however.
Brown's order is difficult to interpret due to the closely bunched scores. The order appears to be similar to other L2 orders in the literature with two exceptions: ing is unusually low, and regular past is unusually high (see Chapter II, Hypothesis 2). The high rank of regular past is consistent with my hypothesis that such formats encourage Monitor use, which results in a jump in accuracy of the rank of late-acquired but easy to learn morphemes. I have no handy explanation for ing's relatively poor showing, nor can I account for the third person singular's low rank in this Monitored test. Brown's high correlation with other studies is counter to some of my claims, but the rise in regular past is not.

It is very interesting to note that accuracy for the third person singular in other Monitor-free studies is very similar to the accuracy found in the composition study for the "free" condition. In Bailey, Madden, and Krashen (1974), using the BSM, third person singular accuracy was 0.41, while in Krashen Houck, Giunchi, Bode, Birnbaum, and Strei (1977), using free speech, accuracy for this morpheme was 0.36. Compare to Table 4.3, where accuracy in the two free conditions is 0.54 and 0.32, going up to 0.61 and 0.65 in the edited condition, respectively. This similarity is consistent with the hypothesis that the edited condition involved light Monitor use, and that late-acquired, easy items are most apt to be affected.

In focusing on the regular past and third person singular, I by no means wish to imply that these are the only points of grammar that can be consciously Monitored. They are, rather, typical of what can be Monitored, and are convenient to follow through several studies since they are mentioned and analyzed so often.

Several other studies also pertain to Monitoring ability but do not focus on self-correction. As described earlier, Krashen, Butler, Birnbaum and Robertson (1978) asked ESL students at USC to write "free" and "edited" compositions in English (conditions 1 and 2). In both cases, natural orders were found, with a slight increase in the third person singular morpheme in the edited condition. There also was a 6% overall increase for the edited condition for the six morphemes analyzed, for the group as a whole with some individual variation according to first language, Farsi speakers being the most efficient, showing a 16% gain in accuracy in the edited condition. This is a different measure than that described in the text, since subjects wrote completely new
and different essays. Tucker and Sarofin (1979) presented 18 "advanced intermediate" Arabic speaking students at the American University at Cairo with 14 deviant sentences. Students were asked to "draw a line underneath the error and correct it if you can" (p. 32). This corresponds to condition (3). The range of the proportion of errors corrected was from 33% to 83%, depending on the error, with errors of "number" being easiest to correct (as in * So I took the advices of my parents).

Lightbown, Spada and Wallace (1980) also contributes to our knowledge of Monitor efficiency. They gave their subjects, grade 6, 8, and 10 students of EFL in Quebec, a test of grammaticality judgments in English. Subjects were asked to circle the errors in a sentence and write the correct form. The study focused on these structures:

- Plural /s/
- Possessive /s/
- Third person singular /s/
- Contractable copula /s/
- Contractable auxiliary /s/
- _be_, used for expressing age (e.g. I am six years old. This is considered a problem structure for French speakers.)
- Prepositions of location (They are going to school.)

The test was given three times, the first two administrations being only two weeks apart, the third coming five months later, after summer vacation. In between administrations I and II, the rules used on the test were reviewed in class. Lightbown _et al._ report some improvement from time I to time II--the review in class resulted in a modest but noticeable 11% improvement for grades 8 and 10, compared to 3% for control students who simple retook the test without review, and a 7% increase for the 6th graders (no controls were run for the 6th grade). In the third administration, five months later, scores fell back to a level between administration I and II.

The results of Lightbown _et al._ are consistent with those reported in the text, even though the task is not self-correction but is correction of errors presented to the student, as in Tucker and Sarafin. The students were only able to correct approximately 1/4 to 1/3 of these errors, despite two to six years of formal study and despite the fact that the structures involved were fairly straightforward. The task corresponds to condition (3) in Table 4.4.

Review of the rules in class also had a modest effect, much of which was lost after summer vacation. I concur with Lightbown _et al._'s interpretation that "improvements on the second administration were based on the application of knowledge temporarily retained at a conscious
level, but not fully acquired". The results of administration III show just how temporary learned knowledge is.

Lightbown et al. also provide an analysis of results for individual structures. They note that subjects made significant ("dramatic") improvement from time I to time II on the be/have rule and on the third person singular. This supports, they note, my hypothesis that simpler rules are easier to consciously learn, since the description of both of these rules is relatively straightforward. There was also a significant improvement of a much less transparent rule, the use of locative prepositions, and the plural, which appears to be "easy", did not, however, show large gains.

Difficulty orders for the /s/ morphemes conformed to the natural order presented in Chapter II, confirming both the reliability of the natural order itself, and the claim that it takes more than condition (3) to disturb the natural order significantly (i.e. condition (3) does not focus on form strongly enough). (See Lightbown, in press, for a discussion of the effect of classroom input on morpheme orders.)

In an earlier paper (Krashen, Seliger and Hartnett, 1974), we suggest a compromise: teach rule-first, which will satisfy the deductive students. The inductive students can simple ignore the rule presentation. "Practice" can then serve as practice in rule application (Monitoring) for the deductive students, and as rule-searching for the inductive students. The rule can be (re)stated after the practice, a review for deductive students and confirmation for the inductive students' hypothesis.